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A I{orneless fuIarvano Hero
Nationally renowned New Mexican folk artist Juan Sandoval, 58, has come out of the Marrano closet. "A Jewish Soul always
comes home; mine came home the day I discovered I was a Jew," he said.
Alter a 1o-year "journey of discovery," the artist, whose tamed Native American storytellers were in the Smithsonian Institution,
celebrated a "service of Return" with two others as they formally converted to Judaism in Phoenix.
Rabbi Albert Plotkin noted, "l have officiated at about 1000 conversions, but I never experienced the depth of commitment in such a
service in my whole rabbinic career. They didn't just go through the lormalities; they said the prayers with the full meaning of their
hearts. They clutched the Torah as they passed it to the others."
Sandoval is a descendant of Sephardic Jews ot Spain who were forced to convert to Catholicism during the Inquisition but
continued to practice Judaism in secret. During the past decade, as he pieced together clues from his past (Jewish headstones in a
New Mexico cemetery, Jewish-based family tradilions), his lolk art began to change; he began to sculpt Jewish storytellers out of the
(cont., p. 9)

red New Mexican clay

The Ghanaian Village That

Wants To Be Jewish

By Daniel Baiden with Robeft H. Lanoe
For the last several years there have been scattered reports
that a group of about 150 people in the village of Sefwi Wiawso,
Ghana, has embraced Judaism. As anyone with even a litile
knowledge of Jewish history knows, group conversions to Judaism
are rare. For anyone proud to be Jewish, this Ghanaian event is
therelore intriguing. For me, however, news of this group had
singular importance. This is because I am a Jew who was born in
Ghana.
I was born in 1950, to Jewish parents. My familys oral history
says that our ancestors are from Ethiopia, and that our family
originally had come from lsrael. As a child I had heard many times
that we were part of one of the Ten "Lost" Tribes of lsrael. Like
many Ethiopians, we moved a lot. Hundreds of years ago, to flee
conquerors of Ethiopia, my ancestors migrated west, eventually
settling in Ghana. My extended lamily in Ghana (including cousins)
is quite large -- at least 75 people. Until recenfly, I thought we were
the only ones in Ghana with a tie to Judaism. When I heard
through Kulanu about the village of Sefwi Wiawso I was sure that
my family must somehow be responsible for the village,s turn
towards our faith.
I grew up always aware of my Jewish heritage. My father,
Emmanuel, had learned much about modern Judaism lrom a friend,
Rabbi Weiss, a Polish refugee who lived in Ghana in the late 1940s
and early 1950s. My father learned some Hebrew from Babbi
Weiss and taught his children about Judaism as best as he could

BABBI DISCUSSES ABAY1J DAYA

"They Sometimes Seem More fewish
Than lfy Own [ami[l'
By Karen primack

He's a British-born hasidic rabbi who is currently Hillel
Foundation director in Melbourne, Australia, but his sights are set
on Uganda. At an impromptu gathering of Kulanu supporters in
Maryland in December, Rabbi J. Hershy Worch explained:
"lt was four years ago. I was a rabbi in pawtuckett, Rhode
lsland, and I was asked to give a talk at Brown University about
Yom Kippur. Before I left there, somebody gave me a tape and
said, 'Listen to this lt's the Abayudaya Jews of Uganda.' So
put the cassette in a pocket and then put it away, and there was
never time to listen to it until it was Purim. And I said, ,Now is the
time!' And I put the tape on and it played for a week without
slopprng.
"Anyone who has heard the music of the Abayudaya will
know it is quite out of the ordinary."
Worch immediately started a correspondence with these
practicing Jews of a Bantu tribe, and finally visited the,.n in their
villages near Mbale, Uganda, in August 1995. (Kulanu newslefiers
have canied stories about the community continuously since 1995 )
He now hopes to return with his family to teach for several months.
The Abayudaya started to practice
(cont, p. 11)
I

under the circumstances. We observed the Jewish holidays and,
while we did not have weekly services, we did avoid cooking or
other work on Shabbat. My family possesses various Jewish ritual
obiectqlhat are quite old, includinq fal/ltot, Stars of rcoil.. p. 10)

our Only Meeting Notice!
Mark Your Calendar NOW!

The next Kulanu meeting will be held 1-5 pm on April .13 at
the party room of The Pavilion, 5901 Montrose Rd., Rockville,
Maryland, at the northwest corner of Rockville pike and
Montrose Fld. Ample parking can be found at the Sym,s lot,
just across Montrose Rd. The meeting will feature a vegetarian
-- please bnnq a dish or dessert to share!

':.

A Convert's

Story...

by Dennis Hall
In August I became a convert to Judaism. lt wasn't until last
year that I discovered by accident that my mother's maternal
grandfather was a Jew. This had, apparently, been a family
secret. I do not fully understand why honoring him with my
conversion has taken on so much importance for me, but it has.
Perhaps it is because my favorite person in the world is my
grandmother. She is the one person who has never failed me.
And for her, that person was her father, a German Jew whose
heritage was not talked about because of local prejudice in their
South Dakota town.
Becently we discovered that my wife Rosi's maiden name,
Rodriguez, is of Sephardic origin. She is interested in
perpetuating the tradition - so our children, when we have them,
will be Jewish.
We are taking it slowly, a little bit more each week. Over the
last year we have made our kitchen dairy, and now I am beginning
to learn the shacharis, mincha and maariv prayer services. lt is a
beautiful tradition. But l'm getting too tar ahead...
In my teen years I studied the New Testament until I could
quote and cross-reference from it like Jewish scholars do pilpul
with the Talmud. But I was unable to pin down any of the
quotations lrom Tanach in the Greek scriptures of the Christians
unless they were taken from their conte)d.
During a high school sludent exchange year in Mexico City, I
discovered the writings of B€rtrand Russell, read of the atrocities
in Auschwitz, and pored over tales of emergency room near-death
episodes compiled by Dr. Raymond Moody. lt is uncanny how
similar the anecdotes from the clinically resuscitated are to Jewish
mystical cosmology. For example, both conceive of a pre-life
existence for the soul and of the life experience as a temporary,
necessary hardship to transform -- and better -- ourselves and the
world around us.
In the beginning of my quest, I contacted 15 rabbis by e-mail
to inquire, "Am I a Jew?" Mostly I received polite messages of
"No, nbw go away," nofin-lhose words, of cours€.
Locally (l live in Portland, Oregon), there were no rabbis
willing to let me study library books to prepare for conversion. I
was supposed to purchase a $60 set of books, then purchase a
$200 course, then be discouraged three times by the rabbi ol the
shul I would choose, then undergo a year of attending
synagogue, pay some fees for the mikveh and ceremony, then,
finally, join the synagogue.
As for the one hasidic rabbi in town, I contacted him by email and he was very nice until he discovered I was a gol seeking
conversion. Even today he will not answer any e-mail or phone
calls about the schedule of services and Talmud study there.
Hearing ol the obstacles from all the local rabbis was an affront in
my wife's eyes.
Of the 15 rabbis I contacted, one was supportive. I met this
rabbi, who happens to be from my old neighborhood in Los
Angeles, and he put me through a course on Judaism via e-mail.
Later we had the conversion at Temple Emet there.
I am sure readers are aurare that before Jews were targeted
lor heavy persecution by the Roman Empire, and Christians
began avoiding the persecution by saying they did not belong to a
Jewish sect, there was no discouragement against conversions to
Judaism.
So why all of the rejection? We are not looking lor
handouts, and I don't think we're ritf-raff. My wife Rosi and I have
been happily married for five years, and are beginning plans for
children. We come from good families" Over the years my father
has become a very successful businessman, making himself a
millionaire with his fruit-processing company in California. I have
graduated trom UCLA with a good grade-point average in my
field (psycholinguistics); Rosi has a degree in media
communications and has worked as a journalisl.
My wife and I are on close terms with my father, her parents,
and my mother, who is proud of my conversion. I'm not saying

...and

A Marrano's Search
By Gilvanci ben Shmuel Portillo

'

(Editofs note: The author met Kulanu rabbinic advisor
Jacques Cukierkorn in Natal in October and is currenilv
studying for conversion with him via the lnternet.)
Mijores saludosl Schalom!

My father's family is from Amsterdam, Holland. They
came to Brazil in 1857, first to the state of Pernambuco and
then to the south of the Maranhao state. Their assets were
confiscated by the Catholic Church. Despite losing everything
they had, they lived observing Judaism for some time. My
grandfather was like a rabbi; he led the religious services and
prepared foods to be kosher, and my grandmother presided
over the social and celebration aspects of the family.
My mother's family is from Barcelona, Spain. They also
came to Brazil in the middle of the past century, going first to
the south of Ceara state and then to the south of Maranhao
state, where my mother, as a child, was promised in marriage
to my father. They also observed Jewish practices. My
maternal grandmother washed herself and changed her
clothes after visiting a cemetery. When she cooked chicken,
she never wrung its neck, but always decapitated it and
interred its blood. When people began to scotf at and
persecute her, she bought some Christian images to show that
she was now a Christian. This situation was unbearable tor my
grandfather, and they began to practice Judaism in secret until
15 years ago.
I have three older brothers, but only the oldest (age 30)
had a bris, performed by my grandfather. Our grandfather was
very sick at the time of the birth of my next brother, four years
lat€r, and had died by the tim€ my third brother and I were
born; there was no one else to make a bris tor us. But our
grandmother continued to observe Judaism. I will never forget
gathering with the family as she kindled some candles every
Friday before the sun went down. We didn't know what that
meant. After she died, we lost almost all Judaic practices.
VVh-A is amazing to me is that no onelmagined we were
Jews, despite the family's observance of many traditions. Even
today, the oldest members of our family speak with a strong
accent, and others still speak Ladino.
Some of our relatives converted to Christianity and
abandoned Judaism. Even though he went to churcn, my
father continued to maintain a Jewish identity in secret. He
never spoke the name of Jesus, and when he prayed he
always referred to God as "Baruch Atah Adonai, God of
Abraham, ltzchak and Yaacov." He endowed us with a great
love for Eretz lsrael and he was very happy when he came by
an edition of the Torah and could finally use his kippah. Before
this, he used the Christian Bible, from which he had cut out the
New Testament.
Since then, he started to name us again by our Jewish
names
Klein, losef, lacov and Shmuel. There were two
criminal fires against my grandparents' home, and all their old
books were burned. Many people tried in vain to convert my
grandmother's sisters to Christianity.
One of several wishes of my grandmother was to see all
her family observing Judaism. When I was 11, I thought this so
strange that I started to research it. Six years later, I
concluded that my family was a Jewish family. I found out that
the strange words my grandmother spoke were Hebrew and
that some funny expressions and terms \ivere Ladino.
In 1990 | gathered my family together and reported on the
results of my research. I pressed my parents and some
relatives to tell me the truth, and they confirmed my
conclusions. We were Jews, but to escape persecution and to
avoid many other problems, the family had hidden this identity.
Since then, we have been in the process of returning to our
roots.
I am a 23-year-old accountant, and I live with my brother
in Goiania, Brazil. We're sludying Hebrew and we try to observe

-

Jerrish Ifigfilights of Bra,zil - A Memorable lkifl
By Babbi Jacques and Dentsse Cukierkorn
Last October we were privileged to lead a wonderlul trip to visit
the major Jewish and Crypto-Jewish sites of Brazil. This trip was
the first major endeavor conducted jointly by Kulanu and our sister
organization, the Society for Crypto-Judaic Studies. The itinerary
was carefully designed by Jacques, and was mostly based on his
rabbinical thesis research about Brazilian Marranos (to be
discussed in a future newsletter).
The 22 participants came from the USA, Canada and France.
Our arrival point in Brazil was Jacques' native city, Sao Paulo.
There we visited several Jewish communal institutions, such as
UNIBES, a Jewish family service organization; ClP, the largest
congregation in Latin America; Hospital lsraelita Albert Einstein, the
largest and best in Brazil; the Jewish country club "A Hebraica";
and the Jewish neighborhood of Bom Retiro. ln Sao Paulo we also
met and were briefed about the Marrano phenomenon in Bfazil by
journalist Helio Daniel Cordeiro, a long time Kulanu associate.
Cordeiro maintains in association with Kulanu a Web page that
focuses on Marrano issues, as well as a publication called
"Seoh@rad."
From Sao Paulo we went to Rio de Janeiro, where we visited
a poorly known resting place tor approximately 800 Jews who were

Manaus. where we were shown the oldest Torah in Latin America.
The Moroccans settled along 1500 miles of the Amazon and its
tributaries beginning in the 1820s They have been steadfast under
very adverse conditions to teach their children Jewish rituals and
traditions and to insure that their children passed those traditions to
the succeeding generations. We met one Marco Lima, whose
grandfather came to Brazil from Morocco in 1887. After marrying in
Belem, he and his bride moved to Manaus and had seven children,
one of whom was Marco's mother. His mother, over family
objections, married a young man from a Jewish-Portuguese tamily
which had settled on the Amazon several generations before but
had intermarried with the local population. Marco's grandmother
came to live with and teach Judaism to all of their 12 children when
they reached school age.
Belem is the site of the oldest synagogue on the continent.
Temple Shaar HaShammaym was founded by Moroccan
immigrants who came to Brazil in the middle of the last century.
They still preserve their traditions and culture to this day. We also
had the opportunity of visiting their three cemeteries.
Recite, our nelit stop, is the place where the first Jewish
community was organized on the continent. A sign on a building
on Bom Jesus Street (previously known as Jews' Street) points to
(cant., p. 6)

The Menashe Need Our
Help Now!

Jewlsh cemetery
Rabbi Jacques Cukierkorn at .Jewlsh
and PimPs in Rio <Je Janeiro'

lor prostltutes

buned separately trom the rest of the Jewish community -prostitutes and their pimps. The Cemiterio lsraelita do Inhauma is
the only remaining sign of their self-help organization. (Recently a
book -- Baile de Mascaras by Beatriz Kushnir -- was published in
Brazil on the history ol the flesh trade and the women's struggle to
keep a Jewish identity in spite of their status.) We also visited the
Jewish day school and the oldest synagogue in Rio. Afterwards
we had a touching Kabbalat Shabbat at the Sheraton Hotel led by
one of the trip's participants, Rabbi Albert Plotkin.
After a three-hour flight to Manaus, in the heart of the
Amazonian Rain Forest, we were received by our guide (the only
Jewish one in town) Marco, who was wearing a T-shirt with Hebrew
on
We had a city tour of Manaus, including the Jewish cemetery
and the tomb of the famous Rabbi Solomon Moyal, located in the
Municipal Cemetery of St. John the Baptist Soon after his burial,
Rabbi Moyal's tomb became a shrine for the Boman Catholics of
the city, who believe he is a saint and refer to him as Santo
Babbino. They believe he performs miracles for those who pray to
him and when they visit his grave they burn candles and place
pebbles on his tombstone. Efforts to move the rabbi's remains to a
Jewish cemetery resulted in objections and relusals by the
Catholics. No one seemed to know why the Catholics consider
Rabbi Moyal a miracle worker.
Next day we delighted in the sounds and sights of the rain

it.
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r h e B trci Me n as h e, fr::,',:1"I o rthe
r n t n d i a, are
""t"
^
of the Ten Lost Tribes,
thought to be descendants
who were
exiled from lsrael by the Assyrians in 722 B.C.E. Many
Menashe are rediscovering their roots and returning to
Judaism. Some 300 have come to lsrael to study and have
been converted.)
I have been in recent contact with some of the Bnei
Menashe in lsrael and was asked if I could somehow find a
way to make lne Sachnut (the Jewish Agency) have a more
sympathetic attitude to the Bnei Menashe, either on their way
to lsrael or when they arrive.
I have been able to intervene with a very satisfactory
outcome with ORT in India about hospitality for the Bnei
Menashe when they await their plane for lsrael. I think this
success raises the ouestion as to whether we can intercede
more often, and hopefully with success, with the Jewish
Agency. Left to their own devices, the Jewish Agency will not
be sympathetic. But, with some pressure from some
Federations, they could change.
Therefore, I am requesting that any of our supporters
who are active in the Federation, or have friends or relatives
who are active, to approach them about the Bnei Menashe. I
will be pleased to describe a group of specifics.
As you all know, the family members of Russians who
are not Jewish are not denied help by the Jewish Agency even
it they have no intention to convert to Judaism. Therefore, the
Bnei Menashe, who are practicing Judaism and who have
enrolled in programs in preparation for conversion, are
warranted similar consideration. I do not mean to imply that
the non-Jewish spouces and children of Bussians should not
get support since to do that might entice conversion ior the
sake of benefits. I am not against current policy. I simply want
it applied intelligently and fairly. All the new olim trom the Bnei
Menashe are relatives of those already in lsrael and converted
to Judaism.
Anyone with help, ideas, leads, connections, or simply
the energy to lvork on this is welcome to call me at home,
eveninos. at 301-68'1-5679 or e-mail me at iazeller@aol.com.
(

My Capeverdean
By Donald

Cenealogical Accounr

Wahnon

(Editofs note. Despite the absence of halachicJudarsm, Jewish
identity can remain both intense and intacil)
In a search for my roots, mainly those of Jewish lineage, I
dug t]lto my family records dating back five generations (including
an 1891 letter I just became aware of). I also consulted specialized books dealing primarily with Jews of Cape Verde,
Portugal, Morocco and Gibraltar, pamphlets, encyclbpedias, and
a variety of articles from various sources. I would like to point out
one article by Hyman J. Gampeas in a publication from the
Yeshiva University of New york dealing with name derivations
commonly found among Sephardic Jews. lt was from that article
that I learned that the names WAHNON and its related form
WAHNONO, common among Sephardic Jews, are of Berber

origin.

This assertion makes sense if we note that the Berbers
have lived in North Africa, particularly in northern Morocco, since
the earliest recorded time. References to them date from 3000
B.C.E. and occur frequenfly in ancient Egyptian, creek and
Roman sources. Berbers inhabited the coast of North Africa until
the seventh century C.E.; when the Arabs conquered North Africa
and drove many Berber tribes inland to the Aflas Mountains.
My dear cousin and well known Capeverdean writer. Luis
Bomano, of Jewish ancestry from his mother,s side, who in the
past lived in Morocco, is now living in Natal in the northeastern
part of Brazil. He recounts in a publication issued by the
University of Rio Grande de Norte a visit he made to Selru, in the
slopes of the Atlas Mountains, of an entirely Jewish city.
However, I have recenfly learned that my family lived in
Spain and Portugal long before setfling in Norih Afriia. They lived
in Spain until 800 C.E., when they weie expelled urith other Jews,
and lived in Portugal until they had to flee during the Inquisition.
They then apparenily went to Morocco.
My direct WAHNON ancestors lived in Tetuan, a city and
port in the north ot Morocco, under the name of GUANAI\iO. and
its other variations, WAHNoNO; WANONo, ano WnHruOru.
(Two other variations of this name were used among Jews from
Morocco, the Berber-Phoenician OHNONA and the Hebraic form
of BEN HANUN.).
JACOB GUANANO was born in Tetuan in 1700. His son
HAIM GUANANO, born in Tetuan in 1794, immigrated in 1751 to
Gibraltar, where he married BELIDA (daughter of Solomon) and
had several children, among whom JACOB GUANANO (ll) (or
WAHNONO or WAHNON) was born in the year 1769.
JACOB married twice, his second wife being SlMy. This
marriage took place in the year 'l7B4in Tetuan, Mrorocco. They
moved back to Gibraltar, where they had several children,
including JONAS WAHNON, my great-great-grandfather, who
was born in Gibraltar in 1812 and was the first WAHNON to
emigrate to the Cape Verde lslands.
According to my sources, a whole colony of Jews had
already settled in the lslands in the 16th century; they had been
persecuted in their native portugal, despite the opposition of
Philip lll of Spain, the King of portugal, which wai under Spanish
occupation. Other Jews arrived from Morocco towards the 1gth

century.

The Government of the Kingdom of portugal, in an effort to
attract Jews back to Portugal, may have sent emissaries to
Gibraltar. JONAS was one of the Cape Verde bound travelers.
His wife did not want to accompany him, but he was joined in
1860 by his son ISAAC, my great-grandfather, who was born in
Gibraltar in 1843. JONAS estabtished himself In the lsland of S.
Antao, where he was engaged in agriculture.
ln S. Antao, with his Capeverdean urife, JONAS had three
more sons and a daughter, whose names were FERNANDO,
born in 1868, VER|SStMO, born in 1875, JORGE, born in 1878,
and MERIMA. Of these four, I was fortunate to have xnown
FERN4lDQ, a prosperous farmer and skiiled law practitioner,
and JOFIGE, who would become a skilled seaman.

England FEFINANDO died in S. Antao at the age of 79 and
JORGE at the age of 78. As to their father and -my great-greaf
grandfather JONAS, he lett Cape Verde for portuga[ wheie
he

died in 1895.
. JONAS 's first son, ISAAC, my great_grandtather, setiled in
the lsland of S. Vicente, where Mindelo harbour became a ousy
refueling port lor the ships traveling between Europe, South
America, and Atrica. As the owneiof the only hotel and
reslaurant on the lsland, he had the privilege of hosling some
I3rgr: people, including price Albert of Belgium and John

Rockefeller.
ISAAC was married to Rachel Levy Bentubo, also from
Gibraltar. lt was in S. Vicente that ISAAb and RACHEL started a
family that grew to 14 children: -l 1 females and three males. I
was fortunate enough to have known seven of these children.
including JACOB (1il), my grandfather, as weil as JAtME, my
granduncle and maternal grandfather of Carlos Alberto Wahnon
Veiga, current Prime-Minister of Cape Verde. lt is said that
ISAAC was a great benefactor and always ready to help those in
need, and that it was his custom to personally distribute lood and
som,etimes money to the needy, on a daily basis. He died in
.1915
on the island of S. Vincente at the age of 72.

Famlly of lsaac Wahnon, the authols great_grandfather, ln
1899 ln Mlndalo, S. Vlncente, Cape Veiae Et-andF'.
(llt), my grandfather, was the youngest of lSAAC,s
. ^J.|cO_?
and RACHEL's
three sons. He was born on the istano of S.
Vjcente in the year of 1884 and died in Lisbon in .1968 at the age
of 84. He started working at the young age of 14, first as a shi[chandler assistant and later as a teleglaphist for an English
submarine cable station based in Mindelo, S. Vicente. With the
passage of time he would become a sophisticated and widelytraveled businessman. He was a very popular man, with a
passion for sports in general, having exceiled in cricket and
boxing lt is said boxing was introduced into S. Vicente by him.
was very fortunate lo have known him, and I still remember his
always impressive and very dominant presence.
At the age of 20, he had a relationship with a Capeverdean
gir!, my dear grandmother, AMELIA JESUS MONTE|RO, and
fathered a son who was named JONAS (ll), my father.
Subsequently, still in S. Vicente, JACOB would-marry twice, the
last time in 1921 . Five more children were added from these two
maniages: EDNA, who died at an early age, ROLAND,
EDGARD, DAV|D, and JOEL, my unct6s. JONAS, my father, was born in 1903 in Mindelo, S.
Vicente. At 14 he dropped out of school and went to take care
of his lather's business in then portuguese Guinea in West
Africa. At 20 he returned to Cape Verde, and soon after he
fathered a daughter, EDNA (ll), the oldest ot my sisters. About
this time he started his own business in S, Vicehte in the field
I

A Perfect Family Yacation -- Visiting the Ahoyuduya
By Lucy Y Steinitz
As a Jewish communal professional, I often conlront
questions of Jewish survival and continuity. Given an
intermarriage rate among American Jews that now exceeds 50
percent, and synagogue attendance at an all{ime low, it is easy 10
feel discouraged about our collective future.
But I am no longer the pessimist. Jewish renewal is alive and
well in many parts of the globe, in ways that are creative and
inspirational. Everyone I know who has been on a Kulanu visit
echoes the same conclusion: When you spend time with people in
some unbelievably out-of-the-way place who want desperately to
be Jewish and who willingly risk their safety and livelihood to do
so, then you have to think that Judaism has a lot going for it. And
that maybe -- just maybe -- it is worth a greater investment on the
part of those ol us tor whom accessing Jewish resources and
community life is relatively easy.
I have telt this way before, when I listened to my parents tell
how they survived the Holocaust, or when I traveled over a period
of five years to Poiand, Ukraine, Bussia, and the emerging Central
Asian Republic ol Kazakhastan, where I repeatedly witnessed the
sacrilices which remnant Jews in these countries had to make in
order to reclaim bits of their lost heritage, religion, and language.

Author (holding lantern) presents Torah in Uganda.
But nowhere have I lelt this more keenly than in the foothilis
of Mount Elgon, in the isolated villages of Eastern Uganda Here I
met the Abuyadaya, a community of 500 wouid-be Jewish
subsistence farmers -- visiting them twice in fact, because I was
so moved the first time (in 1s95) that I returned with my family a
year later to present the community with a Torah on behalf of
Kulanu. In our own Jewish observance back home, we often refer

to the weeks we spent with this community, whose abiding faith,
love of learning, strength of leadership, and sense ot Klal Yisrael
to Jews the world over touched us far more deeply than any
Jewish experience we have had as a family in the United States or
elsewhere.
The Torah we brought originally comes from the

Conservative-attiliated Congregation Beth Abraham in Auburn,
Maine. When members of this synaogue first heard about the
Abuyadaya, they felt a connection as one small, isolated Jewish
community to another Kulanu agreed to lend the Sefer Torah to
the community, pending their formal conversion.
Joab Jonadab Keki, chairman of the Abayudaya community,
met us at the airport at Entebbe to accompany us back to the
Abuyadaya villages. He told us that our children, Elana and David
(ages ten and eight), were the first non-African younEers to ever
visit this part of Uganda. Initially, their novelty guaranteed a large
audience of native children who stared constantly, and then
imitated virtually everything they did. lt took a soccer ball -- made
from old string, bits of torn bicycle tires, and discarded plastic bags
-- to finally break the ice Suddenly, 20 children could be seen
playlng together, ours in the thick of things, chasing through fields

fairiy weri with each other. Thus, within two days of our arrival, we
discovered David in a "hide-out" surreptitiously munching raw
sugar cane with two or three other boys, while Elana took to babysitting some of the younger children, for whom she invented
various games using fruit pits and small sticks as bowling pins and
round marbles.
The Abayudaya say that their religion is evolving. Substitutes
and make-do practices are freely acknowledged. "Sometimes we
have to do the best we can, even though we know it's not the best
way," primary school teacher Uri Katula offered. For example, the
Abayudaya make kiddush, the blessing over wine, using banana
beer, since neither wine nor grape juice is available. Similarly,
they greet Rosh Hashanah with bananas dipped in honey to
ensure a sweet new year, rather than the apples-and-honey
familiar in the West. For Passover, the Abayudaya use chapati a flat Indian style bread, that, like matzoh, can be made from start
to finish in less than 18 minutes.
Between our first and second visits, the Abayudaya women
formed their own Women's Association. Naomi Aaron, the
president, attributes as impetus the impromptu Shabbat afternoon
gathering of women a year before, with visiting Kulanu members
Janet Kurland, Bhoda Posner, and me. "Last year, you taught us
that Judaism values women who take a leadership role in their
community," she explained shyly. "So we met together for several
months to decide what we could do. Then one of our members
attended an agricultural course on raising milk-cows, to help our
own families and to sell the milk for income. So we decided to
start a Heifer Project, for which we started crocheting handicrafts
to make money in order to buy the cow." In the course of four
months, the Abayudaya Women's Association raised about $272,
lust over a third of what they need to purchase a good heifer.
Much like we did during our first visit over Shabbat, I met
again with these women under a cluster of trees. I recalled how,
during my first visit, they had explained how much they like being
Abayudaya because, unlike their Christian and Moslem neighbors,
on the Jewish Sabbath they really have a day of rest. "We don't
even have to carry water up from the stream or gather firewood to
cook food," they emphasized over and over again. Also, they
explained that Abayudaya women are perrnitted to eat chicken,
which is considered such a delicacy among their non-Abayudaya
neighbors that it is Eenerally reserved for the men. "This shows
you how much Judaism values women," offered Esther, age 17.
"My closest friend at school sees this, and now she wants to
become Abayudaya, too'
Later in the afternoon, my husband and I spoke with a group
of men and women together. They talked about the Messianic
Age, about the message of healing and re-birth in the morning
Modeh Ani prayer, and about their eagerness to become
recognized as a part of world Jewry. What about Zionism?, we
asked. Gershom Sizomu answered quickly that he would love to
go lsrael to study for the rabbinate, if that were possible. Some of
the other young people also expressed interest, but not to live
there permanently. "We are Ugandans," the schoolteacher Uri
explained. "This is our home." Joab continued, "Many of us
would like to visit lsrael, but we have heard that lsrael has many
new immigrants for whom it is often very difficult. lf ever we were
to go there to live, our community would be divided and we
couldn't work the land {as farmers) like we do here."
But how can the community sustain itself here, we wondered,
with only 500 members? Finding suitable marriage partners is a
problem, they admitted. As we spoke, Joab's youngest brother,
1g-year-old Seth, listened quietly. The next morning he
approached us. "l have a solution to this problem of marriage," he
said, weighing every word. "l would like to wait until your
daughter, Elana, is older and then I would like to many her "
I'm sure he could read the stunned look on my face.
took a deep breath before answering. "lf that time comes,
would be honored to have vou as a son-in-law." I said. "But
I

I

My

Capeverdean
Cenealogical Account (Cont.)
(from p.4)
of Portuguese ancestry, and a year later they were married.
From this marriage seven children were born, all in Mindelo, S.
Vicente: myself, my brothers Eurico, Aguinaldo, and Antonio,
and my sisters Dinora, Maria Alice, and Judith. I was the second
of these children; Eurico and Antonio have both passed away.
ln the late '30s, my lather started a bakery business to
which, a few years later, were added very successful biscuit and
pasta industries.
My father was a very bright and honest man, a man of

unquestionable integrity. lt was this characteristic, together with
his love for his country, that would gain him the respect of
everyone in his native S. Vicente. Like his father JACOB, he was
an avid sportsman, having excelled in tennis, cricket and
athletics. He was the co-founder and president of the too soccer
club as well as the Tennis Club of Mindelo. He was a Grand
Master of the Portuguese Masonic Order, Capeverdean Lodge,
which became extinct during the Salazar regime. He also served
as president of the local business association. At one point
during the Portuguese rule he was drafted by the then Governor
of Cape Verde for a position in the Government Council. lt was
during his tenure on the covernment Council that his unequivocal
dedication for Cape Verde would become more evident, not
without risks, since the struggle for independence had already
started in neighboring Guinea.
For strictly family reasons my father sold his business in
Cape Verde and moved to Brazil, where two of my brothers and I
were already living, hoping to gather and be near all his family.
However, soon after his arrival in Brazil I was informed by the
American consulate in S. Paolo that my petition to immigrate to
the United States had been approved, and soon after I was
bound for the country of my dreams. A few years later, my
father and mother and other members of my family followed.
My father was always very proud of his Jewish ancestry and
always talked about lsrael and her people with great admiration.
He was also a fervent admirer and friend of the United States ot
America, having become an American cilizen as soon as he
completed the required time of residence. He passed away at
the age of 90 in Flandolf, Massachusetts, where he lived with his
of 66 years, my dear mother ALICE.
',vife
In August 1994, soon after his death, the City of Mindelo in
S. Vicente, in recognition of his demonstrated dedication,
altruism, and faith in the destiny ot Cape Verde, honored him by
naming a street in Mindelo after him.
As for myself, I am 66 years of age, having been born in
Mindelo, S. Vicente, Cape Verde lslands, in the year of 1929.
attended high school in S. Vicente, but, like my father, had to
drop out to help in the family business. At the age ol 21 , I
married MARIA FERNANDA, nee OLIVEIBA FEFIBO, a
Capeverdean wotTran of Portuguese ancestry. From this
marriage four children were born, three girls and one boy -GLORIA, FERNANDA, JAIME, Capeverdean born, and
SUSANA, Brazilian born.
ln Brazil I went back to school, working during the day and
studying at night. I completed two technical courses, one in
Industrial Engineering and another in Machining Technology,
which helped in my search for a job upon my arrival in the United
States in 1966.
My professional career in the United States exce€ded my
expectations. From time study engineer as my lirst job, I was
promoted to industrial engineer and later to senior industrial
engineer, a position which I held until my retirement in 1990.
became a citizen of the United States in 1972.
And that is a synopsis of the Capeverdean branch of the
WAHNON family as I was able to trace it back to its Berber.lewish ancestry of Tetuan. lt goes back eight generations. lt we
count my children, qrandchildren, and qreat-qrandchildren, 11
I
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the fact that the synagogue once stood there. We toured Olinda,
where we visited the Terreiro do Pai Edu, a worship site for
Brazilian Afro religions. When the Africans were brought to Brazil
as slaves, they were forbidden to practice their own religion, so
they managed to practice a form of "crypto" religion, in urhich they
would worship Catholic saints while ascribing to them the
characteristics of their African gods (another kind of Marrano
phenomenon!) We also visited the local synagogue and
community center. Shabbat services were held that Friday night
tacing the ocean, at our hotel.
ln Recife we also met with lsaac Assoudry, a learned and
religious Jew married to a Marrano, who for five years has been
teaching a class for 20 Marranos who wish to return to Judaism.
Among the 20, whose complexions range from blond to chocolale,
some come for considerable distances; these students include two
lawyers and a judge. The class is followed by a meal, grace after
meafs, songs sung in Hebrew, and a havdalah ceremony -- a very
warm and friendly atternoon and evening.
From Recile we headed for Natal, the place where the first
Marrano congregation was openly organized in Brazil (as well as
the place with the largest Palestinian Arab population in Brazil).
There we met several of the members of the Centro lsraelita do
Rio Grande do Norte, who told the group about their most recent
accomplishments and ditficulties in seeking a Jewish identity.
One of the leaders, Joao Medeiros, said that although there is
neo-nazi influence in Natal and he has received threatening phone
calls at home because he held Jewish services there, there are
now 67 members of the Marrano synagogue in Natal and eight
more waiting to "return". We visited their small synagogue and
cemetery. This synagogue has benefited in the past from book
donations from Kulanu supporters.
On the next day we lraveled about six hours by bus to a small
city in the desert area of Serido The city of Caico is the home ol
Monsignor Antenor Salvino de Araujo, the "Jewish priest,'. This
man, a Catholic priest, is very aware and proud of his Jewish
ances{ry. His ancestors as well as those of most of the area
settlers were Jews who went there to escape the lnquisition.
Monsignor Araujo received us in his summer home, the Engady
Castle (to pay homage to David the Shepherd, who watered his
flock at Ein Gedi). lt is a medieval castle with a moat, draw bridge
and armor, built on the outskirts ol Caico. In the walls were
pictures of Golda Meir and David Ben Gurion, lsraeli political
figures the priest admires. ln his chapel r,ve found a menorah and
at one of the entrances to the castle, a large Star of David. That
evening we were the guests of honor at a town meeting that
rapidly became an open exchange of ideas -- the first interfaith
dialogue ever conducted in Caico. Jacques is still in contact
through the Internet with some college students who were present
at the meeting.
Overall it was a great trip, one that met and surpassed our
expectations. lt was a great opportunity for the group to see Brazil
through the eyes of a native, who also is very knowledgeable
about the subject of Crypto-Jews. The participants had the
opportunity to visit people and places they would have never been
able to do by themselves.

The trlp was so succeesful, we are planning another one
ner future. A possible extension to Peru, to include
Lima, Machu Pichu, and mainly Trulillo (where the Jewish

tor the

Peruvian Incas live) is in the works as well. Anyone
interested should contact Rabbi Jacques Gukierkorn at (412)
346 5555 or e-mail hlm at Jacqueso@pgh.net.
(lrwin Berg contributed to this article.)

The Peruvians Who Yearn To Join The Jewish People
By Roberi H. Lande
In August 1996 | was fortunate to be able to travel to Peru. I
spent two days with a community ol 32 Inca Indians who live in
Lima and are interested in converting to Judaism. I also spent
three days, including Shabbat, with a group of 65-70 Inca Indians
in Trujillo who are studying and practicing Judaism. Both
communities call themselves "B'nai Avraham",
In both cities I found remarkable communities who practice
Judaism in a strictly observant manner. They are not in any
respect Christian, having renounced Christian belief and practices
in favor of Judaism years ago. They follow the Jewish religion to
the best of their understanding, with the utmost sincerity,
spirituality, and conviction.

Their Declsion To Embrace Judaism
Group decisions to embrace Judaism are relatively rare and,
perhaps for this reason, often are fascinating. The Peruvians'
decision to become Jewish was chroniclecl ably by Rabbi Myron
Zuber in two previous stories in this newsletter, in Vol. 1, Nos. 3
and 4 (Autumn and Winter 1994). I will therefore only present an
abbreviated version here
.1960s
a resident of Trujillo named Villanueva
During the
began to question whether Catholicism, the religion that he was
born into, made the most sense. He spent years in a spiritual
quest until he finally decided that Judaism was the proper religion.
He started to preach to his neighbors in Trujillo about Judaism and
gradually, over the years, hundreds became interested. They
taught themselves Hebrew, learned of modern Jewish practices,
and began to live as Jews. Another community rose in the town of
Caiamarca.

members of the community
are indeed ready
Villaneuva wrote to many people for assistance, including
Rabbi Avichail and, in 1985, the Lubavitch Rebbe. The Lubavitch
Rebbe asked Rabbi Zuber, another Lubavitch rabbi, to learn
Spanish and journey to Peru to ascertain what the situation was.
Rabbi Zuber made many trips to all three communities in Peru, not
only observing, but also instructing the memb€rs in the proper
observance of Judaism.
Either Rabbi Zuber is an e)draordinarily gifted teacher, or the
Peruvians are aslonishing students, or both, for these people have
learned an incredible amount about Jewish ritual, philosophy,
spirituality, practices, history, and belief.
Through a process that I do not lully understand, the lsraeli
Chief Rabbinate was persuaded to send a beth din to Peru on two
occasions. In 1988 a beth din converted 80 Peruvians, including
Villaneuva, all of whom then made aliyah. Another lsraeli beth
drn journeyed to Peru in 1991 , this time converting 160 Peruvians,
who also emigrated to lsrael.
Almost all the Incan olim who now, through births and a
few additional conversions, number almost 300 live where the
lsraeli Government settled them, in Elon Moreh. Their absorption
is going well, probably with fewer ditficulties than the recent
immigrations of several other groups.
Approximately 130-140 Incas interested in Judaism remained
behind in P6ru for a variety of reasons. Most were not ready tor a
formal conversion at the time of the last beth din. While some had
b€come spiritually Jewish and practicing Jews in the 1970s or
1980s, others had only embraced Judaism very gradually, finally
deciding that th6y wanted to become Jewish only in the early
1990s. Several members of the Trujillo community told me that
the last lsraeli befh din had said that they must live as Jews for
another three years befor€ they could be converted.
Others had different reasons for not having converted and
mada aliyah. Some had hesitated to leave their homeland for a
strange country containing hostile Arabs, where they would have

-

-

or other personal reasns why they could not leave. Begardless, I
was told repeatedly that all three communities had become
"closed" after the second lsraeli beth din, and that all of the currenl
members have been practicing and believing as Jews for at least
five years.
One interesting story is that of Prospero l-ujan Qwipwzcoa,
one of the leaders ot the Trujillo community. Although raised
Catholic, he came to believe that Chrislians did not really b€lieve
in one God and that many Catholic practices were tantamount to
idol worship. In 1975 he met Villanueva and found his approach
to God, religion and philosophy more and more appealing over
time. Judaism also seemed to better exolain and relate to the
suffering he had experienced. In his mind he became a Jew in
1990. Since that decision many of his friends and relatives cut olf
all contact with him. He experienced insults and anti-Semitism at
work, and his children had similar experiences at school.
Prospero's grandfather was named Abraham and, based
upon a variety of details, Prospero believes that he is of cryptoJewish descent (although he certainly cannot trace his tamily back
500 years to unquestioned Jews). He recognizes that he must
convert so that there will be no question concerning his Jewish
status.
He also understands that conversion rd/ill take time, and is
prepared to wait as long as necessary for this to occur. His
overriding goal is for his children to make aliyah. ln the meantime
he certainly does not regard his strict observance of Shabbat and
other Jewish customs as a burden. Rather, he believes that these
practices bring him closer to HaShem.
Prospero Lujan Qwipwzcoa, like all of the other members ot
the Enai Awaham community, believes that the entire community
is now ready for a formal conversion to Judaism. They are all
€ager tor this to occur.

The Communitles' Jewlsh Practices
My observations (like those of Rabbi Zuber that were
presented in the earlier editions of this newsletter) confirm that th€
memFrs of the community are indeed ready. For example, they
follow the laws of kashrut as scrupulously as they can. The
Trujillo community only eats meat a few times a year (during
Jewish holidays) when they ar6 able to purchase kosher meat in
Lima. They make their own wine and challah and I can confirm
that both are excellent.

-

They also observe Shabbat strictly, performing no work on
this day. They do not turn electricity on or off on Shabbat, and do
not t€ar or carry. They do not ride during the Sabbath, but stay
over at the homes of one another during the entire Sabbath so
they can attend services together without riding. The Lima
community is equally observant.
It was my privilege to attend a variety of services wlth the
Trujilfo community -- erev Shabbat, Shabbat, and Havdalah, and
also services on Sunday morning. The men worship s€parately
from the women (due to space limitations they worship in ditferent
rooms). All the men appear to be able to read Hebrew well. From
observations that I was able to make during bentshing, Havdalah,
and on other occasions, it appears that the women also can read
Hebrew. There was a shortage ol siddurim - | was told that each
family owns at most one. Since the women worship separately
from the men, this shortags is a serious problem.
They said they use the ocean as a mikveh. Tho boys wear
kippot, lhe men wear dark hats ot kippot, and the married women
cover their hair with scarves.
They do not have a Torah, of course, and Kulanu does not
hav6 the funds to donat€ one to them. But at least Kulanu was
able to donate a student Torah to them (a stud€nt Torah is
identical in every respect to a real Torah except that it is printed
instead of hand written, and is not on parchment. lt also costs
only a fraction as much as a real Torah.) They were overjoyed
when I presented one to the community.
(cont., p. 8)
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few books on Judaism in Soanish that
we were able to purchase in the United States, and a large number
of Star of David necklaces. Many woman of this poor community
had almost no jewelry and were delighted with the gifts. In addition,
Rabbi Zuber found a synagogue in New York that was replacing its
tailitot, and he persuaded them to donate their old ones to the
Peruvians. I carried a suitcase full with me on mV trip. Both
communities were delighted. They held a drawing to determine
who u,ould receive the nicest ones, and promised to oass a share
on to the community of aspiring converts in Cajamarca (which I was
Ki.rianu also donated a

unable to visit.)

Many told me that everyone in all three communities has
been observing Jewish practices in this manner lor more than
five years. The B'nal Avraham continue to have an intense and
sincere intere€t in Jewish rltual, history, and tradition. They
asked me many questions, only some ol which I was able lo

answer. They very earneslly want to follow rabbinical
instructlon in all matters.

I could not have been more imoressed with the Truiillo
community. They are more observant than the vast maiority ot
Jews in the United States, despite the difficulties they face. They
are also more knowledgeable and more sincere in their desire to be
observant, spiritual Jews.
The Incan community in Lima is equally observant. Like the
Trujillo community, they attend daily services, which they take turns
leading. I attended their weeknight services, and it was obvious
that they too could read Hebrew easily, and they all knew the
service well. The principle difference is that the Lima community
has easy access to the Lima kosher market and Jewish bookstore.
They are also wealthier than the Trujillo community, so they are
able to purchase many more books on Judaism.
Relations with the Mainslream Jevuish Community
There is an existing Jewish community in Lima ot
approximately 3,000. Unfortunately, they will be of little or no
assistance to the prospective converts, for a variety of reasons.
While I was there I heard many stories about Rabbi Yaacov
Kraus, the senior rabbi in Lima, who presides at the main
synagogue there. He was in lsrael while I was in Peru so I was
unable to meet him. Some of the information about him was
pleasant -- for example, he allows the 32 prospective converts who
live in Lima to attend his synagogue for High Holiday services, and
he will on occasion answer their questions about Judaism.
On the other hand, I was told that when he first saw Blanca
Argandona (the leader of the Lima community) at his synagogue,
he went up to her and asked her to leave. She replied that God
had told her to come to the synagogue, so who was he to tell her to
go away? Startled, he left her alone. Since then they have
established an interesting relationship. He seems to respect her for
the sincerity ot her beliefs and because she is more Jewishly
observant than more than many of the members of his
congregation.
I also heard that many members of Rabbi Kraus's synagogue
are triendly to the Incas, but that others are extremely hostile
towards them (during High Holiday services some congregation
members called them "garbage", others would not acknowledge

their presence) lt appears that Rabbi Kraus may be caught in
some kind of bind concerning the Incas. lf he assists the Incas in
their quest to convert, some members of his synagogue probably
will become angry with him. lt could be very risky for Rabbi Kraus
to befriend or assist the Incas, or even to help ihem study Judaism.
It is difficult to determine the caus€ of the inditference and even
hostility on the part of certain members of the mainstream Lima
Jewish community. An important factor could be the general
reluctance to accept converts that is so common among Latin
American Jews. Another possible cause may be socio-economic.
The would-be converts in Lima are middle class by Peruvian
standards (their professions include those ol psychiatrist, mechanic,
electrician, lawyer, biologist, jeweler, and business manager). They
are, however. far less wealthy than the mainstream Jews oi Lima,

Avraham's interest in Judaism is not sincere, but is caused by their
desire to better themselves economically, especially since atiyah is
their goal.
Thus, it seems that Rabbi Kraus can only be of iimited
assistance to the community. Moreover, he has not been to Trujillo
in eight years, so he probably has little interest in the community
there. Most of the people who live in Trujillo are enremely poor, so
it is not possible for them to travel to Lirna to obtain instruction from
Rabbi Kraus, even if he would be willing to teach them.
Blanca Argandona regards all ot the problems that the aspiring
converts face with resignation and cautious optimism. She regards
the communities' religious problems as tesls trom HaShem, and
says that their Jewish laith is stronger because they have been
rebuffed and otherwise tested.

Thelr Future
It is difficult for the B'nai Avraham to live as Jews in such
isolation. The public schools attempt to instruct all schoolchildren in
Christianity and it is difficult to resist such pressure, especially with
limited outside contact and spiritual support.
The best way for the B'nai Avraham to have access to the
rabbinical knowledge and authority they need for their further
Jewish development is for them to realize their dreams ol aliyah.
The entirety of both communities -- 32 people in Lima and 65-70
people in Trujillo -- would like 10 make aliyah (l assume that this
also applies to the 30-40 people in the Cajamarca community, but
since I was unable to visit that city I cannot attest to this.)
The Peruvian community currently in lsrael certainly would like
to help their friends and relatives who are still in Peru to make
aliyah. During my trip I met Gloria Valderamma Pretell, who had
journeyed from Elon Moreh to Trujillo to visit her sister, Lucy.
Gloria described in detail how the Peruvians in lsrael were trying to
persuade the Chief Rabbinate to send another beth din to peru. I
told her that it it would help persuade the Chief Rabbi to send
another beth din, Kulanu would raise the money to pay for their
travel and other expenses. She responded that the community of
ex-Peruvians in lsrael, even though they tryere relatively poor since
they have not lived in lsrael very long, considered it their duly to
pay the beth din expenses. As a matter of honor they would raise
the necessary money without Kulanu's assistance
A complication has arisen, however, since a few of the
Peruvians now in lsrael are no longer observing Judaism in an
Orthodox manner. Some are no longer observing Shabbat, others
are no longer observing other Jewish practices, and some ol the
teenagers are "acting out' in a variety ol antisocial ways. There are
reports that certain lsraeli rabbis believe that too many Peruvians
were allowed to come, not too few.
lf the stories that I heard are true, however, and over gO
percent of the Peruvians in lsrael are still sincerely observant and
religious, then their mass conversion and aliyah should be counted
as a great success, not a failure. A '100 percent success rate
(however "success" is defined) certainly has not been achieved by
the Russian immigranls or by any other immigrant group.
Perfection is not a realistic goal. lt is also unfair to refuse to convert
the 130-140 people in Peru because of what a few of their fellow
countryman have done in lsrael.
Every Peruvian should be examined as an individual. A beth
din should judge each person's sincerity and not penalize or
reward him or her because of what other Peruvians have done.
The prospective converts are, of course, poorer than most
fsraelis. This means that the Mh dln should conduct its
examinations with skeptacal rlgor to ascertaln whEther each
indlvidual is sincere in his or her decision to become Jewish.
But it would be scandalous if we do not even allow them to go
before a beth dtn just because they are poor. Who is
prepared to say that Jev'rs wlll allow only wealthy people to

convert?
How We Can All Help
The Peruvians now in lsrael are being taken care of by
many sources, including Rabbi Avichail. Because they have been
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A New P-itual for Passover --

Honoring the Pefurn of

a Lost

Tribe

(The following is suggested as a Pesach Seder reading iust before the recitation of Dayenu')

From the time of the Assyrian Exile in722 B.C.E. until the present, segments of the Jewish people have been
tbrcibly separated f'rorn us through persecution and expulsion'
One such segment previously lost to the Jervish community is a people now known by at least three names:
Bnei Menasfr'e (since they trace their ancestry to the tribe 6f ll'tanass-eh;, the Shinlung (after-caves in which they
The
once found refuge), or thL chikimi (a{'ter the Chin, Kuki and Mizo ethnic groups from which they spring)They-live
Bnei Menashe bllieve their ancestors were exilecl in722 B.C.E. and wandered across many lands.
now in a mountainous region on the India-Burma border. Knowledge of_various ritual observances was handed
down orally lbr twenty-sIx centuries. Since 1993, over 200 Bnei Menashe have immigrated to_lsra:! worked
to support themselves, and studied for conversion (back) to Judaism under the auspices of the Chief Rabbinate
in Israel. We recite a poem that, according to tradition, accompanied the Bnei Menashe throughout their

migrations:

Red Sea Songx
We ,+au)t keeSz the Paccower fectival

IJecan'tce uze cnocced the Rd Sea otr the dny land
AI night Hne ct'occed urith a fire

And by day uzith 4 cloud
Enentiee szuncued ud urith charioto
And the tea aryatloured thent' up
And uted thent at food fon the fich
And urhett we ,4/erle thinctY
We neceived nzaten fnom the rock

We pause during our Seder to reafTirm our unity with the Bnei Menashe and with K'lal Yisrael' all the Jewish
people:

We and TheYxx

Ac we have wattdened, 60 have thegt
Ac ,Ee hawe cocffened fon oun beliefc, to have tl*Y
Ac we have netained oun faith, co have they
Ac tqe hqve ctung to oun preciot'to identity, co have they
Ac we long to tead Jevich livec, to do they
4c uze believe in the Pronticed land, co do thegt
Ac ule qtFay "lott arae Otle", co do theY
May those among the Bnei Menashe, and anyone else who desires to return to or turn to Judaism' celebrate
Pasiover Seders next year in peace and tranquillity
)

3trrbtul.ll!
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* E. Avichail. The Tribes of lsrael, 199a.
** Oi995 J. Duker.
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Ifs Tlme for a Passover Exodrrs from Etttiopla!
3,000 People Pray for a
by
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Zvi Gilat

TRANSLATED FROM

MA'ARIV 6 DEC 1996 (with permission)-abridged;

translated by Dr. Esther Liberman

It's already 6 years that they're living there, dejected, in an
improvised rundown camp on the outskirts of Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. The
children are fed a hard egg and one potato per day. The adults long for a
redeeming FM to arrive at the lsraeli Embassy with the tidings that their request
to make Aliyah is confirmed. In these last few yean, 135 of them died. They're
bereft of a place to which to return, and the State of lsrael, which dispatched
millions to aid the starving in Rwanda, refuses to lake notics of their lot. Zvi Gilat
stayed with the Falash Mura in Ethiopia, and he, too, came to the requisite
conclusion: This won't have a happy ending.

Zvi Gilat (Addis

Ababa)

At 10:00 A.M., two large cauldrons are perched on a bonfire of twigs

in the Falash Mura camp in the Lambert quarter of Addis Ababa. Soon, two

will be asked to carry the steaming containers to the kindergarten.
The kindergarten is a flimsy tin shack in an area about 40 meten square, fenced
young men

off with cans. The children, numbering about 100 in the morning shift, are
squeued on to 6 long wooden benches. lt's startling how little room lhey take,
how quietly they sit opposite Bilho, a lame young may of 27 with a Kippah on his
head -- every male wean a Kippah -- who serves as thoir teacher. 0n the
blackboard are Hebrew letters. The children repeat echoing him: Abba, lmma,
Shabbat; Abba, lmma, Shabbat. But now, with the arrival of the great pols,
they're distracted. They stare tensely outside. Quiet sap Bilho. They fold their
hands. With his thin pointer, Bilho lightly touches lhe head of each child who in
turn approaches the kettle to receive a hard egg and a small potato baked in its
skin. The children take painfully small bites of this food. No wonder; this is their
meal for the day. So it is daily, six years now.
About 3,000 people are in the Lambert quarter camp; men, women,
oldsters, children and infants. They lead a model community life. The day begins
at 7:45 A.M. with the Shaharit prayers that last about an hour. After that they sit
outside and sip tea. ("The kettle, the tea and the cups are community property,"
one of the community board members tells me proudly.) Aftenivards, most of the
adults turn to their work This enterprise is promotional, the only kind possible in

their temporary and uncertain circumstances: They embroider tablecloths that
will be sold to good Jews in Europe and America. With the money thus acquired,
they'll succeed in obtaining a few more pots of eggs and potatoes.
The embroidery work is done in the courtyard. Around it, in jumbled
ramshackle structures about to fall, a school operates. Serving as teachen, 48

community membors prepare ovsr a thousand youngsten for the Ethiopian
Department of Education examinations. In addition, pupils learn Hebre4
concspts of Judaism, the holidays of lsrael, and so forth. Because of
overcrowding, classes are held in tl'ro shifts, as in the case of the kindergarten.
There's an office and a kitchen located in lhe open field. The camp is sunounded
by dwellings of Christians. Al best the housing is comparable lo slums, the likes
of which are no longer seen in lsrael. Even in such areas, memben of the
camp community are at the lowest level: thoy occupy bams, small cabins in a
yard, or live five or six per room in rented apartmonts. When someone is ill, the
landlord is liable to throw him out into the street with n0 pangs of conscience.
Whenever they leave the camp, the men kiss the mezuza on the gate
and remove their head covering to avoid being conspicuous. -Falash Mura' is

the term we apply to them; lhe locals call them "Bohdah" which means
-Kaolah'
cannibals, 0r
meaning infidels. Ihus, for reasons of personal safety,
they hide the outward signs of the very identity they're so proud of in their hearts.
What are they doing lhere these past six yean? They're waiting for a FM from

lsrael bearing the good news that so-and-so's application for Aliyah has been
accepted. In a good month, as many as 120 people are lucky enough to learn
that such a FM has arrived. The FM instructs them to report to the lsraeli
Embasy, located on top of a hill on the otherside of the highvray. lt's a
handsome building set in a colorful tropical garden. lsraeli security penonnel

immediately. Here, they'll be allowed to shower, provided with clothes

ano

shoes and a suddenly improved diet. They'll be examined by a physician and will
rest a bit -- an admission stopover on the way to the longed- for land. Those left
behind will watch in envy. They'll try to comfort lhemselves with the contents of
the iron cabinet in the camp office: a Deedee Fisher cassette, a Siddur, the book
-The
"Azit the Parachute Dog," or the video on
Wonderful Journey Home.But what happens to them is no wonderful joumey. lt's a dispiriting,
hapless voyage concealing dreadful danger. "lt's liable to degenerate into mass
suicide," says Knessel Member Addisu Messala, who demands removal of the

camp and immediate Aliyah for its inhabitants. "lt's a time bomb that will
in lsrael," says physicist Avshalom Elitrur, veteran Ethiopian Jewry
activist, who also demands that the camp population come on Aliyah at once.
"These people will end up here because they're Jews, even if there are those
who want to shrug it off. When they come and begin to grasp the injustice done
them, they'll ask themselves, 'Why did we lose our children and our elders there,
and years of our lives? Only because the lsraeli govemment disregarded us and
discriminated against us?' The government is blameworthy for the deaths of 1 35
men, women and children in this camp during the last 3 yean,- says Elitur, 'and
it's guilty of ruining the lives of the others.'
explode here

The lsraeli government knows lull well what must be done lo
eliminate this shameful wrong. More or less, there's agreement on the desirable
resolution, but each of the various ministries involved prefers throwing the ball
into another court. Absorption rolls the problem over to Interior, which rolls it on

to the Chief Rabbinate, which declares it's not the party.responsible for

a

decision. Meanwhile, the wheels of bureaucracy grind down an entire living
community convinced
skin color.

Urgent telegram

it is the victim of discrimination

based, in the end, upon

to Yitzhak Shamir

Though the story has already appeared and disappeared several times

in the press, recalling once more the chain of events that led to the present
situation is unavoidable. The saga begins with the Aliyah of Ethiopian Jews in the
1980s. Then, during the long civil war, convoys of individuals were brought to
lsrael by way of unusual routing through Sudan. This marvelous story is well
know, as is the suffering of families tom apan in this venture, with some landing
in lsrael and others elsewhere. Paradoxically, these dislocations aided the
Aliyah of some of those left behind. The Ethiopian authorities that opposed
massive Aliyah didn't resist the emigration of individuals for family unification.
Thus, in practice, until Operation Solomon, the Aliyah stream never stopped
completely, even though it was sometimes reduced to a mere trickle.
Even then, a few of the Falash Mura, at times by exploiting the
confusion, succeeded in entering lsrael. Falash Mura are Jews who converied
to Christianity in the last generations, mostly in the last decades. They acted
sometimes from a desire to leave the small ostracized Jewish groups living in
remote villages, sometimes through geographical propinquity lo Chrislians,
even physical -- of the neighbors. All of
sometimes as a result of pressure
them, then, belonged to "Beta Yisrael," the community of Ethiopian Jews.
Whower wanted, for whatever reason, to retum to Judaism would find that the
Kessim, the community leaders, had ruled "lsrael that has sinned is nonetheless
lsrael." They arranged a Return to Judaism process. The returnee shaves of all
bodily hair and starts a fast for a week or two, during which he subsists on grains
of chick-pea (humus). This symbolic degradation ceremony, in which the
participant eats "the bread of affliction,' has a practical aspect; the body is
purified from non-Kosher foodstuffs. The Ethiopian community has almost no
written tradition. Howevel it is known that this was the ceremony undergone by
some who had never converted but required purification following an undesired
friction with the Christians. Ethiopian Jews were an isolated, pious group. Some
who had spent a time interval in a big city, or eaten non-Kosher meat, would
follow the convention: shaving, fasting, immersing lhemselves in the river.
During Spring 1990, a massive stream of Ethiopian Jeun from the

-

Gondar region villages in the north began moving towards the capital, Addis
Ababa. The reasons for this uoheaval were several: fear that these areas would

exploiting wartime unrest; and, chiefly, the initiative of Jewish organizations
to round-up the community so a mass Aliyah could be undertaken.
Buses were dispatched to the villages, and rumors lhat "they're boarding the bus
to Zion' circulated. Some of the Falash Mura mounted these buses.

--

seeking

of Ethiopian Jevn, gathered in the transit camp
near the lsraeli Embassy compound, lived in difficult conditions like those of
today. Even then, lsraeli officials were mainly occupied in clarifying personal
identity. Because family unification was the grounds for Aliyah,
only those with verified first-degree relatives in lsrael were permitted to leave.
Again and again, the lists, which had lo pass close inspection by the Ethiopian
government, were scrutinized. Even then, there were many Falash Mura among
them. The members of the broader community, then as now, differed in their
attitude toward the Falash Mura. A minority wished to distance themselves and
now allow amalgamation with the community. Most tended to accept them, and
the Kessim arranged for dozens, if not hundreds, of Return to iudaism
ceremonies righl in the camp.
Even then, thousands

Already back then, there was a push for the Aliyah of the Falash

Mura. lt was urged by family memben who had arrived in lsrael

previously,

and by lsraeli supporters with ties to the Ethiopian community.

In any case, on the eve of Operation Solomon, Friday, 23 May 1990,
both EDion and Hanan Porath sent urgent telegrams to then Prime Minister
Yitzhak Shamir, calling for the Aliyah of those whose Judaism the Jewish
Agency had placed in doubt. Joining in this request were the Chief Rabbis of that
time, Rabbi Avraham Shapira and Rabbi Mordechai Eliyahu. They reminded
-lsrael
that has sinned is still lsrael." Rabbi Ovadiah Yosef also took
Shamir that
this approach, and the positions of the Rabbis are well documented. The parties
in charge
the Agency and the Foreign Ministry --were firmly opposed. They
claimed that, by this reasoning, there's no way to set any barriers to the numbers
of newcomers and thus bring on Aliyah the entire population of Ethiopia. The
Falash Mura would draw in their relatives and these, in turn, would bring the
relatives of the relatives. There's no Ethiopian who won't want to .ioin the
migration. For an inhabitant of Ethiopia, under the tenors of civil war, living at
the bottom standards of the third wodd, lsrael is a paradise. This argumenl is still
extant, and is based upon a flrm reality. There's no Ethiopian who doesn't see
himself, historically, as a direct descendant of King Solomon and the Queen of
'Sheba.
The povbrty is very di{ficult to bear:

-

0peration Solomon was an astounding event by any measure. The
government of lsrael penuaded both parties, embattled over dominance in Addis
Ababa for 17 years, to observe a 24-hour cease fire so that it could bring the
Jews to its shores. In the transit camp near the Ethiopian capital, astonishing
dramas were enacted. Thousands flocked to the gates, tried to steal aboard the

Air Force planes that had landed, or attempted to storm their way in. A
winnowing occuned: only those whose names appeared on the Agency lists
embarked. Shamir decided against the Rabbis' recommendations, not to take the
Falash Mura along. He was concerned that, given the narrow time restraints,
their Aliyah might frustrate the chance of bringing the unquestioned Jews to
lsrael. When the last plane took off, thousands remained behind, tearfully
clinging to the fences. Some families wore reunited; others broken anew.

What if they tell you unequivocally that you won't be able to go to

lsrael ?

The idea is difficult for him to digest. "The miEvah of all Mitvot,' he
counters, "is to ascend to the land of lsrael. How is it possible to deny it to me?'
He and Tefesho Worko are the community's unchallenged leaden; two
quiet, intelligent young men who possess a presence. They were elected to their
posts. There are seven people in the community council. When a change is
desired, the issue is brought to a vole. .The leaders are responsible for managing
affairs inside the community and for contacts with Jewish and lsraeli bodies
without. They notif,7 families who have been asked to report to the Embassy for
inquiries; they receive the longed-for FM from lsrael that may come to camp
resi dents.

Asoh, the one in charge of the tea comer in the camp, comes from
Dambia in the Gondar district. Actually, all the residents come from three Falash
Mura centers: the villages Dambia and Tzilga in the norlh, and Tigano in the
South. Most, at some stage or other in the family history, did indeed convert or
assimilate. As Tefesho translates for me, fuoh left the village and came to the
camp because she didn't want to marry a Christian as she would be forced to do.
She has relatives in lsrael, but the FM doesn't come. ln Ethiopia, she has no
one, so she's been given this work to sustain herself. She earns 60 Bir monthly,
an impossible rate of pay even in Ethiopian terms the equivalent of about $10
- paid from the community fund for which each family is taxed.

:

From my very

first day at the Falash Mura camp, everyone

I

in lsrael. Here is a picture of
two soldiers, one in an armored unit, one in engineering. They're Kassao
addressed brought out a color photo of relatives

Ambarah's relatives, he tells me, who live in Tiberias. Six years ago they looked
exactly like the skinny, barefooted, downcasl chlldren roaming aboul the camp
in torn clothing. Now they look like demigods from another world.

-

Why did they make Aliyah and you not?

"They got a

FM," sap Kassao. "God willing, l'll

get one too."

What will happen, I ask Zaodo and Tefesho, if these people are told that
it's finished. The State of lsrael cannot bring you on Aliyah. Go back where you
came from. They look at me disbelieving. Evidently I don't understand their
situation fully. "There's nowhere to return to. There's
no village, no home. Either it's been torched or taken over by the0hristians.
There's only one place, the land of lsrael. lf they won'tbring us there, the people
will remain here and continue to pray to God;whoever can continue to live after
they tell him a thing like this."

Rabbi Waldman Brings Them Back

to

Judaism

The State of lsrael says nothing. lt ponders, it inquires, it sends forms.
Files pile up high on the desks of Interior Department clerls in Jerusalem. The

State doesn't want to decide.

As it tumed out, not all those whose Judaism is beyond question were
taken to lsrael in 0peration Solomon. Some who are undoubtedly Jewish were
lefl behind. Since Operation Solomon, about 8,000 Ethiopians have come on
Aliyah. 0f these, only 2,000 are Falash Mura.

The Plane Will Come

in a Little

While

In 1991, the Chief Rabbinate recommended sending a delegation to
rabbis, religious
the Falash Mura in the Addis Ababa camp. These delegates
court judges (Dayanim) and heads of the Ethiopian Jewish Community (Kessim) - would enable the people there to undergo the process of return to Judaism,
which in turn would make Aliyah possible. In 1992, a commission headed by
then-Government Secretary Dr. Elyakim Rubenstein decided 1o adopt the Chief

-

Most residents in the Lamberl quarter camp, where I visited recently,
have been there during the six years since Operation Solomon.
a
Rabbinate's recommendations. An initial delegation wenl to Ethiopia
prominent member being Rabbi Menahem Waldman, head of the Shvut Am
Institute at Nir Etrion. After a five-week survey, this group returned with
recommendations that the Chief Rabbinate accepted. lt was resolved to offer

-

-

How did it happen that your relatives left and you didn't?
"They told us our plane was coming soon. They told us lo

wait. Since

then, we're waiting."

Jewish studies to interested Falash Mura, and to check their family connections
concurrently. Whoever chose Judaism would have to accepl the immersion

He's a well-mannered young man, but the six yean of waiting have
embittered him, and a plethora of talks with family members and lsraeli visitors

ceremony and the obligation of religious observance.

'l've

decisive about their status, but cautious in the

lsrael; Interior Department penonnel make that ruling. However, there is in the
aforesaid determination a hint, and maybe an assumption: if an individual
undertakes this program, his chances of being recognized as a Jew are good.

cite for honorable mention Avi Granot, the current lsraeli ambassador lo
Ethiopia; a quiet, attentive man sensitive to their problems. He's the first
ambassador, they point out, lo visit the camp. Some among the Falash Mura
believe that the procedural delays are intended to insure that death occurs

But in 1992 a new govemment came to power. Yair Tzaban became
Absorption Minister, and was appointed head of a ministerial committee charged
with examining the Falash Mura issue anew. Tzaban inaugurated an almost
academic review. Experts appeared before the committee to testify about
Judaism and the connection to Zionism. Yet, amazingly, not a single one of the
Kessim of the Ethiopian community in lsrael was summoned. The Ethiopian Jews
have no written tradition, but they constitute a singularly unified community. lts
leaders know the genealogy of each individual within it for generations. The
Ethiopians, for example, strictly enforce the commandments forbidding mariages
among close relatives. Members of the same family may not intermarry for
seven generations. The Kessim decide the relationship according to the lineage
of each. Who is more qualified than they are to determine familial pedigree?

before Aliyah.
Within lsrael's Ethiopian community's establishment, in itself intricate
and entangled, there's no monolithic approach to the Falash Mura question.
However, on one matter they all agree. Even if the Falash Mura in Ethiopia total
24,000 (the accepted estimate), and there's no desire to bring them all to lsrael,
the 3,000 wailing in Addis Ababa these long years should come on Aliyah
immediately.

In the meantime, political leadership in lsrael has shifted again.
Falash Mura supporters had high hopes in the wake of this change; maybe
because it provided a "new broom" chance, and maybe because of promises

they received from Netanyahu and his people. However, as
The Tzaban committee concluded that it is not the task of the State to
enable Falash Mura to relurn to Judaism. lts task is lo determine who is and who
is not entitled to Aliyah. lt ruled, after a long period of

or procrastlnation, that only those who qualify under family
unification regulations (whoever has first-degree relatives in lsrael or under the
stipulations of the Law of Retum, can come on Aliyah. And that's that.
deliberations,

a

new

administration started to organize itself, a certain vacuum was created. Falash
Mura supporten claim Aviad Friedman, advisor lo Absorption Minister Yuli
Edelstein, infiltrated lhis vacuum. He's done everything possible, say the
activists, to stop Falash Mura Aliyah, and for the most part has succeeded.

The Fury Will Yet Burst Out

lf so, what does one do with the 3,000 in the Addis Ababa camp? One
checls to see if they conform to the given criteria. The investigation takes time.
There are lists maintained by the Jewish Agency, lisls mainlained by the Joint
(Distribution Committee); clerk find it difficult to penetrate the thicket of strange
names that have landed on them suddenly, difficult to decipher vague,
inconclusive data.

Avshalom EliEur also joined up years ago in the Ethiopian cause.
"How many made Aliyah from the Soviet Union? Half a million? And the most
conservative estimale is at least 20% aren't Jewish. Bul this doesn't bother
anyone, because a computer engineer from Leningrad is preferred over a
cowherder from Koarah," he asserts.

So the investigation drags on and with itthe suffering. Rabbi Waldman
and his emissaries are involved, meanwhile, in community affain. They help

the heavens. All agree that the bureaucracy thwarts the whole enterprise. lt
will drag out the saga to the end of time. The desired solution is to station a
consul for Aliyah affairs in Addis Ababa with authority to veri! the data and
conclude the process. Simple, no? A suitable penon has been found. His name
is Eino Elimelech, an Interior Ministry clerk involved in the Ethiopian issues
many years. The optimists hope the consul will take up his post beginning
January '1997. Meanwhile, in Lambert they're distributing an egg and a potato
daily to each kindergarten child.

The contempt, or perhaps the neglect

organize life there, assist with money and equipment, train instructors, teach
Torah and, in practice, carry out a wide-ranging program 0f return lo Judaism.
The Foreign Minislry isn't enthusiastic about this development. They claim the
Ethiopian authorities look askance at a missionary process, carried out on their
soil, in the course of which -- from their viewpoint -- simple Ethiopian citizens
are persuaded to convert in order to emigrate. These are the Ethiopian
perceptions. But its not exactly clear who is more vexed: is it really the local
authority or might it be the lsraeli Foreign Office, which diligently punues
bilateral relations and is apprehensive aboul creating problems?
Whether lo distance himself from the public arena, 0r to discourage
newcomers in the overcrowded Addis Ababa camp, Rabbi Waldman has been
operating in the villages in the north. There it is possible to immerse in
a river, as Ethiopian Jeyvs are long accuslomed to do. The Tzaban Committee's
decisions, as was indicated, are a limiting factor.

-

they're the same

-- cry out to

In Lambert they will recite the Shaharit prayers each morning. They
clip the Kippa to the head, study Hebrew, and when I enter the kindergarten, the
lots, in order to welcome the honored guest from lsrael, sing for me the hymn
'Lecha Dodi." Thin voices, large eyes, some laughing, some already dimmed.
The women congregate outside with pictures of their children or their cousins, or
-- what's the difference? The whole issue is degrading and disgraceful. The
Falash Mura proudly point out to me lhe Mikva (Ritual Bath) lhey've erected.
ln Addis Ababa they're punctilious about the prayer service, and they wonder
how l, a Jew, go about bareheaded.

Who Wants a Million Ethiopians?
From year to year, the existence of the Lambert quarter camp exerts
mors pressur€. ln tho past three yean, '135 people died there. One father told
me that his son died of cold. Sanitary conditions are sub-standard.
Ethiopia is a country afflicted with diseases. "Living closo lo the center of the big
city, the people are exposed to sickness, crime, intrigue, looting, and fatal
diseases,' says Knesset Member Addisu Messala.
However, more appalling than anything else is the fact that the State
is so challenged in solving the problem of these fewer than 3,000 people. The

Tzaban committee ruminated over the subject a long time before submitting
recommendations, but three years later, the situation remains just about the
same. The pace of Aliyah is alarmingly slow. The Kaftaesque system proceeds
thus: one of the Falash Mura requests permission for Aliyah. His file is
transfened from Ethiopia to an Interior Ministry desk in Jerusalem. There aren't
too many clerks assigned to this project, so the file may wait sometime for
attention. Such attention begins by veriffing the details recorded. ls he the son
or only the nephew of the lsraeli resident cited? Does lhe latter reside in Atlit or

in Hatrot Yosef. Some obscurities turn

up.

Back goes the file to Addis Ababa.

But it seems 1o me there aren't many options. I believe the Falash
Mura are Jews and thus qualify for Aliyah, but that's not the issue. We're
speaking of a human problem created by lsraeli government inaction. The lack
of readiness to decide pushed the Falash Mura into a position of no outlet. They
have no place lo go other than Jerusalem. Gondar is behind them; the bridge is
burned down. Six years ago, they could have been sent back; not it's impossible.
A state that feels the obligation to send millions of dollan in humanitarian aid to 3
(and it's good that was done) can't hide from its responsibilities for a problem
created through its inertia, haughliness, and small-minded policy.

$ullering Gonlinues in
Addis trbaba
Jack Zeller
We hope you will read carefully the enclosed article by
Zvi Gilat about the Jews who have been lett behind in Addis
Ababa and have been waiting to make aliyah Ior six or more
years. Most people who read the article are deeply moved and
immediately ask, "What can we do?" Here are some
BY

suggestions:

*Print copies and distribute them. Give one to your rabbi,
one to the director of your Jewish Community Center and one
to the Jewish Community Relations Council director in your
area.

*Give it in person to them and make an appointment to
talk about it with them in their office.
*Prepare yourself for a debate on this complex topic by
re-reading the Gilat article and by speaking with Andrew
Goldman, of the North American Conference on Ethiopian
Jews, at 202-362-1946 or andy@cais com. (Andy looks after
the well-being of the Addis Jewish community from
Washington, having been expelled lrom Ethiopia because of
his zealous advocacy.)
*lJ anyone tells you that lsrael must be careful or there
will be millions o{ Ethiopians knocking down its door, point out
that e)densive records kept by Rabbi Menachem Waldman put
the total number of Falashas remaining in Ethiopia at 24,000

Horneless Marrano
(from

p

Hero (Cont)

1)

Sandoval has paid a heavy p€rsonal price by claiming his
birthright: loss ot his wile, children, grandchildren, home,
studio and gallery. And yet he would do it all again. He has
said, "They have burned us at the stake and in the ovens of the
concentration camps; they have whipped, gassed and lortured
us. But we are always Jews, seeking compassion and mercy,
wherever we have gone."
At the national conterence of Crypto-Jews in Albuquerque
in December, Sandoval challenged his fellow Marranos to quit
straddling the fence about their identity, "to give themselves the
greatest gift they can -- the gitt of their identity."
Nevertheless, the artist's treatment by his family, friends'
and professional associates is a chilling reminder of what
Schulamith Halev/s warning published in our last newsletter -"Hespect their fear of exposure."
Kulanu hopes to arrange a lecture by Sandoval and a
show and sale of his art in the Washington area. lf you are
interested in helping out, contact Karen Primack at
primack@aol.com or 301 -565-3094.
(Buth $ilverman contributed to this arlicle )

Tte,ntion New Yorkers!
A meeting ot Kulanu supporters in the New York area is
scheduled for March 30 at 3 p.m.at the home of Barbara and
ie Shair, 7 Stoneham Road, New City, NY. Call the Shairs
at 914-354-7223 for information and directions.

Happv FeeeeFf
Be sure to bring the enclosed Kulanu Passover reading to
seders you host or attend. Feel free to make copies and
distribute the reading, located in the Passover lnsert to this
newsletter.

BOOILCOMMENT-

Ouoras oN Jewish Souls?

The Falashas: A Short History of the Ethiopian Jews, by
David Kessler, 3rd edition, 1996, Frank Cass & Co., Portland.
Beviewed by Jack Zeller
David Kessler is 90 years old and has just published the
third edition of The Falashas. The book is very meaningtul to
me since I read the first edition about 10 years ago and it
helped launch my wife, Diane, and me into the efforts to give
Ethiopian Jewry their well-deserved and long-overdue
recognition in the modern Jewish world.
It is a recognition that has been given begrudgingly and
very incompletely by many Eurocentric Jews.
The Ethiopian Jews of Falasha origin who remain in
Ethiopia who want to make aliyah number about 20,000.
There is a quota agreed upon between the Ethiopian
government and the government of lsrael that only 10o0 Jews
a year may leave for lsrael. With what other country does
lsrael have such a quota? WhY?
The otficial reason is that Ethiopian Jews left behind in
Ethiopia are being "checked" for their Jewishness, one by one,
by the Ministry ot the lnterior. However, there are extensive
and very accurate demographic lists obtained by an Ethiopian
aliyah organization, South Wing to Zion, that are available to
the government, both the currenl one and the previous one.
The present Likud government is supposed to be more
sympathetic. lt may be, but not in deeds -- so far.
The Labor-Meretz crowd (previous government) knew
exactly how to mutilate the Feres Moura: Call them Christians.
Who wants Christians? lt worked except for the Chief
Rabbinate, which has recognized the so-called Feres Moura as
return (t'shuva) Jews, not as Christians.
Dr. Kessler acknowledges that he hasn't the slightest idea
where the term Feres Moura comes from; it was not in the
early edition of his book or ever in print in any book before
199'l . The reason: The term was made up in 1990 bythe
Jewish Agency and the lsraeli embassy in Addis Ababa in a
desperate (and successful) effort to limit the size of the
community that would come to lsrael.
This bias is not what Dr. Kessler talks about e)densively in
his book. Instead, he dwells upon the wrong selection of
sources used by some important scholars when searching out
the history ol the Falashas and their predecessors lrom the
Merroitic civilization. For example, one of the favored sources
is the Kings Chronicles. This is very com{orting to many
scholars, since it is a "written" source. However, Kessler
prefers oral sources since the Kings Chronicles are a totally
political document, and much of Ethiopian history is written
after the country converted from Judaism to Christianity in the
4th century. My Ethiopian friends assure me that the
Chronicles are commonly rewritten by each succeeding king,
who has usually poisoned or otherwise hastened the dispatch
of his predecessor
The genealogy of Ethiopia begins with Saba in the Bible'
when the descendants of Noah are listed. The queen of Sheba
(Saba, too), who legend says visited Solomon, and after whom
the Song of Songs is written, is but one of the many early
Ethiopian Jewish conneclions.
The book, to me, from a Kulanu perspective, is about more
than the Falashas. lt is about the need to know who are the
Jews, where they are, what we can do to reunite, and what we
can all learn from each other.
And one thing more: lt teaches us not to develop any
bizarre racial ideas about the distribution of Jews in our long
travels through the ancient world.
The book is available in the US (Kessler is English) from
Frank Cass, c/o 5803 NE Hassalo Street, Pofiland' OR 972133644

Inlrodueing a Web na,bbi
By Rabbi Jacques Cukierkom
I receive frequent calls, e-mails and letters from people around the world, who want to learn more about Judaism. Some live in
very remote areas without the benefit of a Jewish teacher or rabbi; others (such as those in my native Brazil) have their access to
Jewish instruction barred by the local religious authorities who doubt their real motivation.
As a response to this situation I have developed a new program. The idea is to instruct people in Judaism "long distance"
through the mail and especially through the Internet, since it is such an accessible and rapid means of communication.
I have developed a curriculum and currently use several differenl books as the basis for this course. In the future I hope to
have te)ds available online in ditferent languages, thus eliminating the need for real books. Also I have developed questions that allow
me to test a studenf s motivation, knowledge and progress. This program has, however, several limitations. The main one is that ,
while it is possible to teach the theory ot Judaism long distance, I still have to find ways ol making sure my students will be able to
experience the practice ol Judaism as well. I try to do w by encouraging them to lind other Jews in their areas.
To become part of the Web Rabbi program requires a personal interview. lt applicable, another personal meeting may be
necessary to perform th€ conversion ceremony. I limit the participation in this program to individuals who don't have a rabbi in their
communities or within a reasonable distance.
For more information email me at Jacquesc@pgh.net or by mail at: 840 Highland Road, Sharon, PA 1614.16.
(Editor's note; The author is in the Beform Movement. Kulanu welcomes the participation ol Onhodox, Conservative and
Reconstructionist rabbis willing to answer questions and help prepare isolated individuals for conversion by e-mail.) Those seeking
conventional conversions may contact Kulanu vice president Dr. Larry Epstein at LEpstein@ ccum.sunysb.edu or may call 800-ASK-NLearn (800-275-6532). A Web site prepared by Epstein is at: http.://members.tripod.com/-epst
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The Ghanaian Village That Wants To Be Jewish (Cont.)

(frcm
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David, and prayers said to b€ written in Amharic, the Ethiopian
language. Sadly, many members of my family who are still in
Ghana no longer practice Judaism.
I moved to the United States in 1979. I joined congregation
Oseh Shalom, in Laurel, Maryland, where Rabbi Gary Fink has
served as my spiritual teacher, and my lriend Hany Rosenbluh
has patiently taught me Hebrew. I regularly attend Shabbat
services, keep a kosher home and am active in Jewish causes.
When I heard that in the remote village of Sefwi Wiawso there
was a group that practiced Judaism, I had to see for myself.
borrowed the plane fare from Harry Rosenbluh and was given a
number ot siddurim and other books by Rabbi Fink. In addition,
Kulanu gave me a student Torah to pr€sent to them. (lt looks like
a real Torah and is complete in every way, but it is printed, not
handwritten, and is made with ordinary paper
Kulanu also
provided me urith additional prayer books, lsraeli flags, etc., that
the Jewish Book Store in Wheaton, Maryland, was kind enough to
sell at a reduced price. I contacted my relatives to tell them that I
was coming and then left for Ghana.
On May 8, 1996, I arrived at Accra, the capital of chana. I
had a joyous reunion with my family in the nearby town of Cape
Coast, and even more joy that Shabbat when I led services for
them. I led a Shabbat morning service for many members of my
extended family and a tew onlookers as well 75 people in all.
They especially liked the Shabbat songs that I taught them, "Ma
Tovu" in oarticular.
I then started to plan the besl way to reach Sefwi Wiawso -no easy task since it is in a remote portion of the country, far from
Accra. I prayed for guidance as to which route to take, and
decided on the coastal route. I wanted to lime my arrival for
Shabbat, so I set out at 3 a.m. on Friday morning, together with
Samuel, my brother.
The journey, by "bush taxi" (actually a small crowded bus)
took until p.m. The driver left us otf at a village called Takoradi
with instructions to start climbing a small mountain if we wanted to
reach the village. After an hour of climbing we arrived at a police
station and asked for the village of Sefwi Wiawso. When pressed,
we said that we wanted to meet the Jews who lived there. They
first professed to have never heard of the place, and th€n said that
the villags contained "thieves and bad people." When we
protested that the village must exist if "thieves and bad people"
lived there, they threatened to put us in jail. The impasse was
broken when a small boy, who had overheard everything, otfered
to take us there for a fee.
I

)

-

I

By 10 p.m the boy brought us to the house ol Joseph K.
Nippah, one of the group's leaders. We were delighted to see thal
their Shabbat candles were still burning. We w€re warmly
greeted even before we could announce who we were. When
they discovered that we were Jewish, they were even more
delighted to see us. Despite the late hour they took us to a
second house, the home of Joseph Armah, the group's chairman,
where 25 people quickly gathered. Despite my fatigue I could not
resist such a wonderful crowd, and led them in Friday night
services. As my adrenaline pumped I taught lhem ,,Lecha Dodi,,
and other appropriate Shabbat songs and prayers.
My brother and I stayed overnight with the Armah family and
awoke the next morning to find that we had stayed in the middle of
a compound of approx,mately '14 Jewish households that contain,
I was told, about .100 people. The Jewish community also
contained perhaps an additional eight households that did not live
in the compound. All told, approximately 150 people are
members.
The community is atfluent by Ghanaian standards. The
houses are relatively large and well built, with electricity and
running water. The Armah family had a television, but I could not
watch because it was Shabbat. The villagers are mostly farmers
(they grow cacao and palm trees, and I saw many cows, goats
and other animals) and also earn money by baking bread,
operating a grocery store and taxi service, photography studio,
They led me to their synagogue, which is an old, cramped
building with three rooms. One ol the rooms was used for prayer.
In addition, many members of the community stayed at the
synagogue all day to make it easier for them to avoid such
Sabbath prohibitions as watching television. The other two rooms
were for resting during Shabbat, one tor the men and one for the
women.
I d€lighted them by putting on my tallit and taking out
the student Torah that Kulanu had given to the community. They
had never seen a Torah before, so it was an obiect of great
interest to them. The children especially wanted to touch it. I
assumed the role of rabbi, leading the enthusiastic congregation
of 55 in a service. I thought ot the prayers and melodies that
Rabbi Fink, at Oseh Shalom, had taught me as I did my best to
teach this eager group a small bit of modern Judaism. I
conducted most of the service in English since they did not know
Hebrew. But I also attempted to teach them a few Hebrew
prayers, including the Shema, Kaddish and Yigdal. conducted
the Torah service in Hebrew, explaining thal every synagogue in

I
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Rabbi fliscusses AbaYudaYa
(Cont )
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iuOaidm in 1919, when their leader embraced the religion, and
their Jewish education has had some gaps, but Worch linds that
"they sometimes seem more Jewish than my own tamily "
At various times early in this c€ntury, the Abayudaya would
meet a Jew and, according to Worch, "They would drain him to
learn everything they can about Judaism from this one person
before they let him go.
"Many nad never seen a pair of tefillin or a pair of tzitzit'
We talked about things I know they had never heard, ever'
obscure things that aie not in the Bible, talmudic concepts - and
there is instant understanding!"
He is especially impressed by the Abayudaya women'
whom he finds "very-fru m, very Orthodox, very pasionate and
religious. They fast a lot; they have dreams lhat neecl
swjetening an-O they last; il a child is sick they fast They don't
brag abouifasting. I suppose u/hen you have no money to give
b lzedaka, fasting is one way of making a contribution' We
today in the West don't think about fasting as a response to
everyday life. People who do last stay in touch with a certain
element of spirituality that we tend to lose."
Noting that "women are not empowered in Alrica," Worch
introduced fhe concept that only women can bring light into the
world, and this is why Shabbat is brought in by women'
Recognizing that the Abayudaya cannot atiord. Shabbat candles,
he goi som-eone in Australia to provide them. "What kind of
Sna-OOos is it without candles? lf you have no money lor
anything, for food or for wine or for challah, the candle comes
trdt. SFanbat begins and ends with the lighting of a candle'"
He reoorted that the women were very moved by the
concept, and "l could see that it meant to them a change in locus
from the male-oriented, because lrom reading the Bible you can
get a very male-oriented picture."
- Some of the women credited this lesson with resulting in
their taking on a Danish heifer project, in which they undertake to
rais€ and iare lor a heifer and sell its milk. "For the women to
feel empowered to take on a project like that.on their own,
independent of the men -' I want to sort of take responsibility!"
Worch says with Pride.
We Could Sell Brlcks from Ugan&l
The Abayudaya villages near Mbale have four synagogues'
The main one, the Moses Synagogue, is made of bricks,
subsidized by Brown University Hillel. Worch was particularly
impressed with these bricks.
"They make them the old-fashioned way our ancestors
made them in Egypt. We could each buy one of the bricks ancl
put it on the seder plate. We could sell bricks from Uganda!"
As he observed brickmaking there, "Out of clay' you dry
them and make them into a big pile. And then you make a lunnel
underneath and set fire to wood and start burning them Whole
families will spend a week just firing these bricks. The ones on
the outside aie lust clay, basically, but the ones on the inside,
you hope, will have reached a sutficient temperature to have
fireO. airO tne ones down at the bottom probably are overfired and
cracked, so it's very touch'and-go You see a whole family
gathering around and ev€rybody is coughing and basically
dreaming of a house."
Wo-rch has three proiects in mind to help thes€ subsistence
farmers, who have no electricity or plumbing, raise their standard
-- and their standard ol Jewish observance. He would
of living
-provide
some running water and electricity to the main
like to
synagogue area and to set up a weaving project on a low-tech
wooOen loom. He himsell owns and cherishes a handmade
Tunisian fallit, given to him by his father, but notes that these are
no longer made since labor costs are now too high in most parts
ol tne wortO. He would like to see the Abayudaya fill this void'
and he says it would b€ true tzedaka -- helping people to help

holarships for
Jewish Ugandan Children
you have
Kulanu

We are pleased to report to'Kulanu donors that
made it possible lor 114 Abayudaya orphans and other neecty
children to attend school during the last two terms (beginning
.1996)! Those benefiting included 97
.1996
and October
August
primary pupils and 17 secondary pupils.
Tne cost was about one million Uganda shillings per term
(about $1000). Since there are three terms in a year, the
amount needed to provide lor these children is $3000 per year'
As you can see, we get a big "bang" for our bucks. Tuition
for a primary student is only $5 per term ($15 per year); for a
secondary student tuition is about $100 per year' lt does not
sound like much, but these amounts are not atfordable by most
Abayudaya families, who live on a subsistence level.
We are also sending a gifted young Abayudaya man,
Gershom Sizomu, to college, at a cost of about $2000 per
year. Gershom serves as one of the communit/s mohels and
often leads Shabbat services (including reading the Torah)'
The need lor academic assistance is, of course,
ongoing. lt would be unthinkable to drop any child from
thJrolls due to lack ol funds' We need at least $5000 Per
year - more ff another student qualilies for university' We
ippreciate your past helP' Please make it a regular event'

To&hl

A Converl's StorY (Cont.)
(from p. 2)
that
wnite lupiemacist myths - that some Jews help perpetuate
Jews control a lot of things and converts want to benefit from their
association with them.
Some of us feel called by God to iulfill more than the seven
Noahide laws. Others of us wlsh we could participate with the
people of the Bible.
Belore World War ll, there were many the world over with
Bibles in their homes who did not even know Jews still existed'
An example is a village in southern ltaly, a very religious Catholic
town. The story goes that the oldest and most devout man there,
after his retirenient, hunkered down to serious study ol his Bible'
He came to the conclusion that the "Old" Testament, in which their
beliel was unshakable becaus€ it had been given tirst, held for
them specific instructions about how to worship God, ancl was
differerit from the newer religion of the Vatican. This man led his
village in ritual sacrifice for some '10 years before discovering
ther6 were still Jews in the world. The village later learned of a
rabbi in Rome, whom they contacted by mail, and he convinced
them to stop the ritual slaughter, explaining the reasons why'
Most of the village formally converted to Judaism and, several
decades ago, migrated to northern lsrael, near Galilee, where they
and their descendants live to this day.
Personally, I am finding self'realization in Judaism, and in it
a gift tor my future children. My wife has very favorable feelings
about Judaism because it is home centered and family centered
and traditional, and her tavorite lriends and students are Jews
here. All this was before she discovered her maiden name is ot

-

Sephardic originl
More young people are seeking meaning in their roots
nowadays. This is especially true for those ol us who grew up in
the Unit;d States in the 196bs and'70s, when "tradition" took such
a beating. I want to have some kind of heritage that I can grasp
hold ot, ind I want my children to grow up with a clear sense of
who they are and how they fit into the big picture.
There is no reason why coming lrom a diverse lineage
should prevent one from choosing the tradition oJ one of his
ancestors. I may not be full-blooded, but it is within my rights to
choose to be whole-heartecl.

KULANU BRI
Attention, Kulamr Suppolterst
Under its articles of incorporation, Kulanu does not have a
"membership" but it does have supportersl To be an official
supporter (as well as to subscribe to our newsletter) you must
mal(e a modesi (or more generous!) contribution each year. In
order to save overhead costs, we do not send dues noltces.
We count on you to take the initiative, and we appreciate your
loyalty!
Also, if you no longer wish to receive the newsletter,
let us know

A new Web site for Sephardic history and culture:
http://www bsz.org
A new Amerrca Online site, @Washington Religion (AOL
keyword: DC Religion) provides general Jewish information,
including answers to halachic questions, lessons for children,
and listings of places of worship, and atfiliated school info.
Helio Cordeiro has a new web page dedicated to Brazilian
Crypto-Jews at www. stbn et.com. brihotls ela@d.
Check the web page at
www.oqkton.eduf friend/chinajews.html for some fascinating
articles from the China Judaic Sludies Associationr

Portrrguese Atonement
Commemorating the 500th anniversary of portugal,s 1496_
97 expulsion of ..lews, the country's leaders expressed
atonement. President Jorge Sampaio, at a ceremony is
Lisbon's synagogue, called the expulsion an "iniquitous act with
deep and disastrous consequences', for the country and "a
renunciation of the best we were and had." On another day,
Justice Minister Jose Eduardo Vera Jardim referred to the
expulsion as "a black piece of our history, and called for "moral
reparation" to Jews for centuries of ',brutal persecution.,' Today
there are about 1000 practicing Jews in portugal's population
of 10 million.

How About Another Trtp to Uganda?
A few supporters have expressed a desire to visit the
Abayudaya Jews of Uganda this spring. How much interest is
there? lf you are interested in traveling this spring -- or at
another lime -- please contact Karen primack at 3O.l-565-9094
or primack@aol.com.

Sephardl Newsletter:s
Helio Cordeiro's important new portuguese-English
newsletter for and about Brazil's Marranos, Sef@rad, has iust
come out The international internet edition can be tound it
www.stbnet.com.br/hp1/sefarad. For a mailed copy or to
correspond by regular mail, write to Cordeiro at Rua Bela
.1318-34
Cintra,
CEP 01415-001 , Sao paulo, Sp, Brasil.
Erensia Setardi is a multi-lingual quarterly newsletter that
contains historical sketches, news items, geographic and
cultural information all pertaining to Sephardic heritage. For a
subscription, send name, address, and check for $30 to
Erensia Sefardi, 46 Benson Place, Fairfield, CT 06430 USA.

A hrrtm Note

'

When you celebrate Purim this year on March 23, think of
Bagunca, Portugal. A "Persian Parade', there every year
features a mal4a (queen) who plies her husband the king with
enough wine to make him grant her any desire. She asks him
to free her relatives from incarceration and to execute the iailer
who has wrongly accused them. And everyone eats pastries
called megillas. The interesting thing is that this is a preLenten celebration observed by Christians. According to
anthropologist Flora Nissim, Bagunca was an all-Jewish village
in the 11th and 12th centuries, but todav its Jewish oast is
forgotten almost.

-

Inter:net Notes
Kulanu Internel maven David Turetsky reports that in
December the number of Kulanu listserv subscribers went over
100 for the first time. lf you are not a subscriber. you are
missing out on some lively exchanges and some fascinating

informationl To subscribe contact dturetskv@ubmail.ubalt edu.
Turetsky also reminds us that the Kulanu web page is
reached at: http:/fu,/ww.ubalt.edul^/ww/kulanu or more direcilV

Todah Rabah
Kulanu is grateful to Robert Feron, who will oe our new
co-president, along with co-president Jack Zeller. Zeller will
concentrate on policy and Feron on administration.

The Medta Take Note
Read Kulanu activist lrwin Berg,s article',Among the
Abayudaya" in the January 1997 issue ot Cammentary.
We appreciate the coverage of Kulanu,s work anil the
Abayudaya Women's Association in the winter 1|996 Litith
Magazine.
And see Moment Magazine,s coverage of Daniel Baiden's
visit to Ghana in its December 1996 issue.

Jews by Cholce Club

The JCC ol Greater Washington sponsors a Jews by
Choice Club for the DC area. The club's January speaker was
Jonina Duker of Kulanu. Future topics will includ-e: Who is a
Jew in lsrael?, synagogue life in Washington, Holocaust study,
and Jewish book discussion. For information contact Lisa
Shapero at 301-881-O100x6782 or lshapero@jccAw.org. you
can check their Web page, too:
http //m e m be rs. tri pod. oom/-anak/J BC p AG E. H TM
:

A Llstserrr for Marranos?
Kulanu is considering how to establish a listserve that
would meet the needs of descendants of anusim (lorced
converts) and those in the Jewish community who would like to
help anusim. The listserve could provide foi the opportunity lor
people to meet and study. Some ideas are to provide history,
current events, and opportunities for study in preparation for
formal conversion or a return ceremony. The listserve should
be in Spanish and Portuguese. We are considering having a
dedicated listserve in Portuguese and Spanish or perhaps a
combined Spanish-Portuguese listserve.
This could start out as a service under Kulanu,s umbrella,
as we lry to provide organizations with common interests with
the use of e-mail. At a later time, if there is enormous success
and too much traffic, other listserves could form with dedicated
purposes.
Please let us have your suggestions and let us know if you

can helo.

Are You a Rabbt on Sabbattcal?
lf so, perhaps you'd like to donate some time and energy
teaching in one of our isolated, developing Jewish
communities. Kulanu can offer a little in the way of financial
support but a lot in the way of advice and connectionsl lf you
speak Spanish or Portuguese, all the better! Treat yourself to
a little sunshine and a lot of grateful students in Africa, India, or
Latin Americal For info contact Rabbi Jacques Cukierkorn at
412-346-3722 or jacquesc@pgh net.

BRIEFS (CONT.
BlackJews of Ztmbabwe
A tew supporters forwarded to us copies of Angus Shaw's
fascinating Associated Press article about a group ot 5000
practicing Jews in Rusape, Zimbab\ile, who worship at a
tabernacle presided over by Rabbi Ambros Makuwaza. The
group believes its antecedents were exiled trom the Golan
Heights over 2000 years ago. We'll try to learn more!

A Benerrolent Thoug[t
A rabbi has written us to tell us that he has left a bequest
for Kulanu in his will and wants to encourage other supporters
to do the same. We think it a splendid idea, and also remind
readers that a fund for Kulanu programs can also be set up in
memory of a loved one.

Iluker Teaches
Jonina Duker, coordinator o{ Kulanu's speakels bureau, is
teaching a four-session DCJCC course this winter entitled "The
Ten Lost Tribes: Jews Lost and Found."
For a speaker for your congregation or organization,
contact Jonina (afternoons and evenings only) at 301-530-

ETTERS
Thanlrs frorn C)orddrc
I would like to thank Kulanu for its support of my work on
the lnternet about the anusim around the world. You can be
sure that this support is going to be very usetul on research
and dissemination about crypto-Jews. In the name ot the
Society tor the Study of Marranism (Shema), thank you very
much. My best regards and Shalom!
Helio Daniel Cordeiro, Sao Paulo, Brazil
cordei ro

@

stbnet. com. br

Ugandan Grafrtude
Since our contact with Kulanu, many changes have

occurred in both socio-economic and religious spheres. You
have contributed a Sefer Torah, orphans' education, a school
building, a synagogue floor (from kippot money) and gifts from
various friends.
I am also happy to report that money from the sale of our
kippot in the US and a loan from my farmers' society has
oblained for us lwo young heifers. We hope that in future the
otfspring ol these heifers will be passed on to waiting
Abayudaya families.
Joab Jonadab Keki, Chaiman, Abayudaya Congregation

Mbale, Uganda

2361.

Crypto-Judatc Soctety Conference

ARequest frorn Gbana

The annual international conference of the Society tor
Crypto-Judaic Studies will be held in Denver July 20-22, 1997.
To register, contact Gloria Trujillo, 2000 Avenida Cesar
Chavez, Monterey Park, CA 91754. To present a research
paper, position paper on current issues, or literary or artistic
work at the conterence, submit proposal with a briet abstracl lo
Dr. Stanley Hordes, 1375 Santa Rosa Dr., Santa Fe, NM

I am a member ol the Jewish community in Ghana. We
can be found in the western part of the country. I worship only
one God, who is Adoshem.
We have a teacher who is teaching us how to read
Hebrew, history, tacts about lsrael, and customs. Please try to
send books about the tollowing subjects to help us learn more
and do more to help the little ones to serve God in the true
way:(1) alef-bet, (2) history, (3) facts about lsrael, and (4)
holidays. I wish to send my greetings to you ancl your
community. May peace and unity be among you all. I hope to
hear lrom you.
AIex B. Armah, House of zion, PO Box 57, Sefwi Wiawso,
Ghana (West Atrica)

87501.

A Sad Note
We note with sadness the death of Peter Ambeba, a
Kenyan Jew from the Luo tribe who made aliyah in 1973 and
served in the lsraeli Army. He was interested in Kulanu's work
and had planned to teach the Abayudaya in Uganda.

Cape Verde CemeterY ProJect
The Jews of Cape Verde Project is seeking funds to
investigate the presence and honor the memory ol the
numerous Sephardic Jewish families who traveled to Cape
Verde in the late 1gth century by restoring the small cemeteries
they lett behind. The work will culminate in a photographic
exhibition at the B'nai B'rith Klutznick National Jewish Museum.
Donations are urgently needed lor research, physical
restoration of the neglected cemeteries, and for preparation ot
the photographic exhibit. Tax-deductible contributions payable
to the B'nai Brith National Jewish Museum can be earmarked
for the Cape Verde Project. Donors sending $100 or more will
be inscribed on a plaque to be atfixed on the cemetery wall.
Please mail checks c/o Carol Castiel, Project Director, 1245
4th St., SW, Suite E202, Washington, D.C. 20024. Address
specific inquiries to COastiel@aol.com

'Women tn
fewlsh Ltfe & Cultur€

April 6-8, 1997, is the date of the third annual
conference of the Western Jewish Studies Assoc. Sponsored
by Judaic Studies of the Univ. of Arizona, the theme this year is
"Women in Jewish Life and Culture." For details contact Esther
Fuchs, Judaic Studies Program, The Univ. of Arizona, PO Box

210080, Tucson,

AZ 85721-0080.

HaWy tn Bradl
We were very happy to receive the visit of Babbi Jacques
Cukierkorn and the KulanulSCJS friends. The visit was very
fruitful for our small community, as we struggle to regain the
Jewish culture the Inquisition tried to annihilate. Our friends
have proven that they want to help us, that they recognize and
value our lineage, that they understand our goals. Now, we
feel better received in the Jewish world, and very thankful to all
lhe chaverim at Kulanu and SCJS.
Joao Medeiros, Natal, Brazil

Hatd at Wor:k tn Uganda
Women have a vital role in the development of a society,
whether small or large. lt was just a year ago when an
association called Abayudaya Development Association (ADA)
was formed. lt has all stages, types, and kinds of people; it
combines youths, the aged, women, and men. Our oblective is
to exploit all people's talents with a division of labour and
balanced thinking for decision-making to fight the common
enemies of poverty, ignorance and disease.
Committees include poverty pacilication, tree planting,
poullry keeping, vegetable growing, education, and health and
sanitation. I am pleased to say that the ADA has received th€
cooperation of the Abayudaya Youth Association and the
Abayudaya Women's Asociation as well as the Abayudaya
Community.
Esther Kaliesubula, chairperson, ADA, Mbale, Uganda

Penrviens whu TErrtr Tu Joiu The Jeuish People [Eont.]
p
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converted under the auspices of the lsraeli Chief Rabbinate thev
are assisted by the lsraeli Ministry of Absorpiion as well BLrl R;htri
Avichail is already spread too thin, and there appears to be no one
other than Kulanu who will assist the i30-140 aspirino converts
who are still in Peru.
Prior to their aliyah it would be extremely helpful if a rabbi or
Jewish educator could visit them for an extended period to answer
their questions and provide them with additional religious
instruction. This person would have to speak Spanish, however,
because no member of the community can speak English well
enough. lt anyone reading this knows of such a person who might
have an interest in a teaching visit to Peru, Kulanu would be very
appreciative if they could contact me, at 301-S8S-5229 or
rlande@ubmail. ubalt.edu..
In addition, it would be wonderful it a Kulanu delegation could
visit the B'nai Avraham. A group visit, similar to the visit to the
Abayudaya in Uganda that Kulanu organized in 1995, would be
enthusiastically received. So would visits by individuals. Anyone
interested in organizing or participating in such a visit should
contact me. (Any visit to one or all communities could also include
stops at some of Peru's wonderful tourist destinations. includino
Machu Piccu and the mysterious Nazca lines in the desert. Ev-en
Trujillo has a nice ocean beach and also has Chan Chan,
reportedly the world's largest adobe village, abandoned in the
1400s.)

The Jewish Incas' morale would be helped tremendously if
Kulanu supporters could write to them in Spanish. Do any of you
have children studying Spanish -- would they like a pen pal? Does
anyone know of a Spanish language class at a Jewish school that
would like friendly people to write to? This communication would let
them know that they have friends who welcome them into the
Jewish community and that they have not been forgotten. Their
addresses are: Communidad Beney Avraham, Pasaje Godofredo
Garcia #406, Urb. Chimu, Trujillo, Peru; and also Communidad
B'nai Abraham c/o Blanca Argandona, Av. Tupac Amaru #299, Km.
8, Jr. Carabaio - Comas, Lima, Peru. Consider including $1 .00 for
return postage because some of the Peruvians are so poor that
even the price of postage is a burden for them.
In addition, a member of the Lima community, Javier Zavaleta
Osorio, is a jeweler, and makes tine silver jewelry that has an Azlec
motif. He gave me some samples as gifts, and said that if anyone
in the United States would be willing to sell his jewelry, he would
donate all of the profits to the community. I would be delighted to
show lhis jewelry lo anyone who might be willing to undertake this
project.
Finally, the B'nai Avraham are in need of many things that
would make their Jewish observance easier. They can use
bentshers, kippat, and Spanish language books on Judaism. They
would like tapes with modern Hebrew songs, including holiday
songs. They would like lsraeli flags (those few members of the
community who have them delight in displaying lsraeli flags in their
homes and automobiles) and Jewish games for their children, as
well as books and audio tapes that would help adults and children
to better learn Hebrew. Tax-deductible contributions to Kulanu can
be earmarked for the Peruvian community.
There is much that Kulanu should be doing for these worthy
people right now. But the most important thing that we could
possibly do for them is to help them to formally convert. In terms of
their attitude and spirituality they are ready for conversion and
aliyah now. lsrael and the Jewish people would greatly benefit if
this community were allowed to join us.
ldeally, they would all be converted in Peru right now, but that
is not going to happen in the foreseeable tuture. One alternative
we can arrange now is to $end one or more members of the
community to lsrael, where they can live with a Peruvian family
while they study for conversion. The cost of this is gSOO per
individual for airfare. I feel strongly that Kulanu should sponsor at

teast one person as a symbolic gesture. Again, tax-deductible
donatrons to Kulanu can be earmarked for this specific purpose.
It is my prayer that the conversion of the B,nai Avraham -_
together with the conversions of the people from all over the worid
whom Kulanu has helped turn to, or return to, Judaism -- will be a
sign to non-observant Jews around the world that Judaism is a
precious legacy, one that is worth holding onto, no matter what the
circumstances In light of the terrible intermarriage and nonobservance rate among many Jewish communities in the United
States and around the world, I pray that the conversion of these
Peruvians will be a much needed inspiration to all of us.

Marrano's Search (Conl.)
(from

p 2)

Judaism. We try to eat kosher food and observe most of the
holidays, but our great problem is the Jewish communities in Brazil.
They say we aren't Jews because we have no evidence of our
identity.

Since we were born, we have had two names, one civil and
one Jewish. But how can we prove our roots if every document
was burned in a fire at my grandparents' house? And for this
reason, they don't accept us.
Now I know we need to submit to a belf drn. We were
preparing to go to Eretz lsrael to study in a yeshiva before I met
Babbi Cukierkorn; now I am happy to be studying with him on the
Internet.
We know that the rejection by some Jews does not change our
status as chosen people of HaShem. For this reason, we continue
observing Judaism and we are sure God will bless us, more than
before, because now we try to live according to His Torah,
observing tne mitzvot

Family Vacation with
Abayud aya (Gont.)

(from p 5)
And she is still only 10 years old. Among Jews in our country, it is
generally the custom not to marry belore one's mid-2os. A lot can
happen before then. Please do not wait for her. I advise you to
keep your options open."
Seth remained interested, however, The next day he
approached me with a different question. "Who wrote the Bible?',
he asked, with obvious sincerity. I knew that he wanted the
traditional answer. "The Bible comes from God..," I responded
tentatively. Seth \,vas ready for this. "Then why, when Moses
receives lhe Ten Commandments does the Torah say, 'And God
spoke to Moses' (this, Seth quotes in Hebrew), and not simply use
the first person or say directly, 'Moses...'?"
A budding Ugandan Talmud scholar for a prospective son-inlaw, I thought to myself. But whatever my own daughter,s Jewish
future, I feel quite confident about that of the Abayudaya
community. When we left Uganda, it was io the same chorus of
Hebrew songs that had greeted us several days earlier. ,'you are
now Abayudaya!" some of the people shouted. "you must come
back again!"
Somehow, sometime, we shall.

NEEDED

Many people who hear of Kulanu are interested in our work.
But no one can ioin us if they haven't heard of us. Does your
synagogue or Jewish organization have a newsletter that
would run a briel piece about our work? Please let them know
about us! lf you do this, interested people will be able to
contact us. Thank you very much -- we reallv need

The Ehanaian Village That Wants Tu Ee Jeuish [Ennt.]
(ron p.

10)

ine wortC was reading the same Torah portion that same day
read it in Hebrew because I wanted them to experience an
authentrc Torah service emotionally, even if they could not
understand it.
The service l led for them was totally unlike their normal
service, where they mostly read the Old Testament together'
They did this because they lacked modern Jewish prayer books
tUy litts of prayer books were received with the utmost gratitude'
After the service we had a late, leisurely lunch The meal was
cold because they do not cook on Shabbat. We talked for hours
about a wide varietY ot matters
During this conversation I solved the mystery of the origin of
their Jewishness. The solution was one that I had in part
suspected. In 1976 a man named Aaron Ahomtre Toakyirali had
a vision that he and the other members of the village were
descended from one of the Ten Lost Trib€s. He convinced some
of his neighbors that they should return to the cu.stoms ot their
ancestorJand tollow only the Old Testament Although he has
since died, lhis community is his legacy.
There is more to the story, though. My older brother' lsaac,
had attended and taught at a nearby teacher training college in
the late 1950s. Clearly, lsaac (who is no longer living) was an
excellent teacher. As they told me about my brother, the
memories came back to me. t remembered that, as a small child
only about six years old, I had once accompanied him to this very
villigel How amazing that the seeds that lsaac had planted in the
195ds had grown a generation later. How incredible that they had
maintained lheir Jewishness for another generation with almost no
contact with the outside Jewish world. How appropriate that I'
more than a generation later, would be the one to continue my
brother's holywork. I believe that it is my destiny to lead them to a
higher level of Jewish belief, knowledge, and.observance'
We talked about many other subiects. They told me that they
have named their community the House ol lsrael. Several
members told me they embraced Judaism because, to them, the
Old Testament contained more truth than the New Testament'
They reject Jesus Christ in all forms and consider themselves to
ne J-ewiin, although they would like to convert tormally They also
told me that although Ghana does not have an ambassador from
lsrael, in February 1996 the communitys leader, David G'
Ahenkorah, had journeyed to a nearby country, the lvory Coas1, to
meet that nation's lsraeli ambassador. Unfortunately he offered
no assistance to the community. They expressed to me a great
interest in visiting lsrael but asked almost no questions about the
I

Late tnat afternoon we concluded our conversation and went
back to the synagogue, where I gave the House of lsrael a
havdatah ca"dle I had broughl with me, and led the congregation
in making havdalah. They insisted on calling me "rabbi"; this
embarraised me, of course, but it was perhaps understandable
since I was the closest thing to a rabbi they had ever
encountered. In fact, I was the first outside Jew to enter that
village since my brothefs visits many years before!
-lt
is my priyer that my visit will be the start of world Jewrt's
contact with this village. They sincerely want to join the Jewish
people and have a great thirst for Jewish knowledge. They
ol
ilraitice no other religion. Although none knows Hebrew, many
the men and the children can read and write English. This makes
the task of giving them Jewish knowledge very difficult, but not
impossible.

One can only speculate how much longer they can maintain
their desire to become Jewish, and their feeling that they are
Jewish, without help from the outside world. We must immediately
start taking steps to dramatically increase their level of Jewish
knowledgJ, to help them become the Jews they want to be We
must send them Jewish educational material, including books tor
children, prayer books, beginning Hebrew books, and audio tapes
with songs and prayers in Hebrew. We must also correspond with
them * fernaps a penpal program for the children would be
appropriate. They also need a much larger synagogue, they have
a half-built one that they would be delighted to dedicate to anyone
generous enough to send them the lunds necessary to complete
ii. ln addition, my family, in Cape Coast, would like to build a
synagogue and d'edicate it to Rabbi Fink in appreciation for all that
n-e nas Oone to teach me and enable me to bring Judaism to

United States.
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We should also organize a visit by a tact{inding and teaching
delegation. I hereby offer to be the expedition's guide, and
beseech every rabbi reading this to consider becoming our
expedition's spiritual leader. We must let them know that if they
sincerely wani to be Jewish, we will provide them with a warm and
friendly welcome to the Jewish community.
(Editor's note: Kulanu has started a program fo assisf fhe
House of lsrael. Tax-deductible donations of appropriate
Jewish books, tapes, or ritual obiects and donations of money
so Kulanu can purchase and ship this material, should be sent
to Kulanu, earmarked for this purryse. Anyone interested i n
votunteering to organize a penpal program or otherwise to work
with this community or pafticipate in an educational expedition
to Ghana , or rabbis interested in leading a mission to Ghana,
should contact Kulanu. )
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"Electricity," Worch said, "would make being Jewish
possible as an option. At this point they really don't have the
option They don't have an infrastructure that would enable
people to keep Shabbat without breaking it." He notes that the
Abayudaya cannot afford to buy many candles, and they don't
have oil lamps. During Shabbat they use smoky, expensive
kerosene lamps which require constant pumping and other kinds
of fiddling to maintain sufficient presure for etficient burning.
Unless they have cheap lighting that does not require
maintenance during use, such as electricity, they wil, have to
spend Friday night in the dark, he lamented. He reported that the
Uganda Electric Board provides cheap electricity, and that to run
poles from the main road to the main synagogue would cost
$1700. A generous donor at the meeting immediately contributed
that amount. The donor bringing light to the Abayudaya is, not
surprisingly, a woman.
Worch also has a religious project in mind. Before they had
the Torah ot a siddur, every Shabbat they would all sing the
Song of Haazinu (Deuteronomy 32), which Moses sings jusl
before his death. "lts a stroke of genius that if you don't have the
whole Torah and you want people to read the Torah every week

telling them You could say
they were called. I don t understand lt But if you
hean them s.r.tetnq I cha Dodi. then you eeLiL
Thene wasn t anybody

chosen, that is in {act the ideal one because it's musar (ethics),
it's poetry, it's really the highest. And they all know it by heart
and it's astonishing to hear them singing it."
Worch believes that the siddurim the Abayudaya have
been sent from Jews all over the world are "really superseding
and obliterating their traditional prayers that they had for 50 years
before they had the siddur. One of the projects we need to do is
maintain their original texts and integrate them into a sddur that
would be a very Abayudaya siddur."
When asked how world Jewry supports the Ugandan Jews,
Worch points out that none of the traditional Jewish organizations
is interested in the Abayudaya because theyre not otficially Jews.
"So the fact that some of them have already died martyrs' deaths
as Jews for being Jewish is of absolutely no concern." He also
points out that during the tenure of virulently anti-Semitic ldi Amin
in the 1970s, the president of the Abayudaya community was
paraded naked in the streets because he was found sleeping in a
sukkah.

You Could Say They Were Called
"Our official policy is, Who needs it? Who needs
proselytizing? Who needs more gerim (converts)? Who needs
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another community in need? That's how we've always
responded to people coming and saying that they want to be
Jewish To respond like that to these people, I feel it's wrong,"
Worch laments.
Worch plans to assist Kulanu in obtaining for the
Abayudaya formal conversion to Judaism. "l am hoping that by
the end of two years they wil be informed sutficiently to make a
decision about whether they want to take on the very onerous
obligations ol Orthodox Judaism. lt's what thefve asked for.
And if we go any other route, it would disempower them in the
future. They wouldn't be recognized by lsraeli authorities. lf it
ever came to an emergency and there was a need to evacuale
them all, if they're not converted by an Orthodox or recognized
beth din, it would be impossible to get world aid to them."
Worch notes that the older generation of Abayudaya speaks
"onl/' six local languages plus Swahili. The younger generation
knows nine languages, because they also speak English and
Hebrew. "The;/re very intelligent," he says. "Theyre a smarl
people, and very diligent. They really want to learn."
When asked what intrigued the Abayudaya about Judaism,
when it would have been so much easier for them to have been
Chrislians. Worch responded:
"lt's like a disease, of course. You get it in your kishkes.
There wasn't anybody telling them. You could say they were
called. I don't understand it. But if you hear them singing L'cha
Dodi then you get it. When you hear them singing Adon Olam,
then you know. When you hear this 9-year-old girl singing, 'l
believe in one God, I believe in the Torah of Moses, I believe in
the coming of the Messiah...,' it's just astonishing."
Worch concluded with a suggestion that his listeners visit

the Abayudaya.
"l would like to suggest that meeting, encountering,
spending any time at all with the Abayudaya forces us to examine
our attitudes and relationship to our God, to our religion. And I
would encourage anybody, if you have a couple thousand dollars,
hie thee to Mbalel And meet there with your cousins, the
Abayudaya. And maybe you'll discover something about that pan
of your own spirit to which you're not connected, to which they
are very, very connected."

A Fundraising Note
Kulanu is undertaking to assist Rabbi Worch In his
mission to teach the Abayudaya Jeurs of Uganda. Taxdeductible donations to Kulanu may be earmarked for this
purpose. The money will be used to help Fabbi Worch with
his travel and subsistence as well as with his rellgious and
development proiects in Ugsnda. Please consider being p€rt
of this lmportant and historic work!
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